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PREFACE 

The Airport Network Flow Simulator (ANFS) described in this 

report is a computer simulation of the propagation of delays 

through the network of U.S. commercial airports. It was developed 

for the Federal Aviation Administration, Office of Aviation 

System Plans, to help it assess the benefits of investments in 

airport capacity made under the 1976 Amendments to the Airport 

and Airway Development Act (P.L. 94-353). The outputs of the 

ANFS, along with that of the Airport Performance Model, ^ ' a 

single-airport simulation, will be employed to produce an airport 

investment handbook for the use of the FAA and of airport 

managers. 

The simulator here described is the outgrowth of previous 

efforts *• J carried out by the Transportation Systems Center for the 

Office of Aviation System Plans. The data for validation of the 

ANFS were gathered and interpreted by Simat, Helliesen and 

Eichner, Inc. Newton Centre, MA, under contract DOT-TSC-1184. 

The validation data were analyzed by Dr. Joseph A. Tanne of 

Kentron International, Inc., who also devised the linkage algorithm 

and constructed the Demand Data file of Section 2.1 of this report. 

^ JHiatt, D., S. Gordon, and J. Oiesen, "The Airport Performance 
Model," Report No. FAA-ASP-75-5, U.S. Department of Transporta 
tion, Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA, April 
1976. 

(2) 
v ^Gordon, S., "The Airport Network Flow Simulator," Report 

No. FAA-ASP-75-6, U.S. Department of Transportation, Trans 
portation Systems Center, Cambridge, MA, May 1976. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The scheduled air transportation network in the United States 

comprises over 600 airports and more then 5,000 aircraft. These 

aircraft make about 20,000 flight legs in a typical day of sched 

uled service, or an average of about four flight legs per vehicle 

per day. As a result, the country's commercial airports are inter 

related by the flow of traffic. Congestion at one airport will 

affect other airports to which flights are destined from the 

congested airport. At least two effects may be distinguished: 

(1) Modification of arrival demand at the down-line airports. 

If flights are delayed in taking off at a congested 

airport, they may arrive late at their destination, 

thereby shifting the demand for landing service at the 

destination airport. 

(23 Gate departure delays at the congested and down-line 

airports. If arrival delays are great enough at a 

congested airport, the vehicle will be unable to meet 

its scheduled gate departure time at that airport and, 

possibly, at succeeding airports in its intinerary. 

The first of these effects will modify the demands made upon 

the down-line ATC terminal facilities as a function of time. The 

consequent peaking or/and smoothing of the arrival demand profile is 

of primary interest to the Local and Central Flow Control facili 

ties in the ATC System. 

The second of these effects is the major subject of this re 

port. The purpose of the Airport Network Flow Simulator (ANFS) is 

to model CD the effect of airport capacity on take-off and landing 

delays and, (2) the subsequent propagation of those delays as 

departure latenesses through the air transportation network. The 

simulation is expected to be of use in evaluating the economic 

benefits of airport capacity improvement because reducing delays 

at a major airport can be expected to reduce gate departure delays 

at downline airports, with consequent saving in passenger waiting 
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time. Preliminary field data, discussed in Appendix A and in the 

section on validation, suggest that gate departure delays (in air 

craft-minutes) can be more than one third of the system-wide take 

off and landing delays on an eventful winter day. The correspond 

ing economic losses may reach 251 of the take-off and landing 

delays. These data indicate, therefore, that a complete benefit/ 

cost analysis of airport capacity improvement should take into 

account the gate departure latenesses caused by landing and take 

off delays. This is what is what done in the ANFS. 

A third network effect of airport congestion is that of in 

creased slack time in air carrier schedules. In general, slack 

ground time built into the arrival and departure schedules of an 

aircraft will absorb arrival lateness, if any, and prevent it from 

becoming gate departure lateness. Since ground slack time is 

unproductive aircraft time it is an index of fleet utilization 

efficiency, and is therefore related to fleet size. Although 

ground slack time often serves purposes of scheduling other than 

delay absorption, the trade-off between ground slack time and 

network delay is still of interest. For this reason the ANFS 

allows the user to adjust the ground slack time of all aircraft in 

the commercial fleet and to calculate the corresponding network 

delays. 

A fourth network effect, not computed by the ANFS, is that of 

gate arrival latenesses and their effect on missed passenger 

connections. This is not computed in the ANFS because of the 

uncertainties in modelling passenger connection times. (They vary 

from airport to airport, and little data are available.) Another 

difficulty is that of establishing the cost of missed connections. 

Nevertheless, it may be possible to incorporate a crude gate arrival 

lateness economic model into subsequent versions of the ANFS. 
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1.1 TERMINOLOGY 

In order to facilitate discussion an abbreviated terminology-

will be used throughout this report.^- ' 

Delays in aircraft operations such as in landing, take-off, 

turn around and enroute flight will be referred to as A-type 

delays. ' Latenesses in meeting arrival and departure schedules will 

be termed B-type delays. B-delays are a measure of schedule 

conformity. Our major interest in this report is in landing and 

take off types of A-delay, and in the consequent gate departure 

lateness at originating and down-line stations, which are forms of 

B-delay. 

1.2 SCOPE OF THE AIRPORT NETWORK FLOW SIMULATOR 

Although the majority of landing and take-off delays are 

believed** to occur at fewer than ten major airports, little is 

known about the geographic distribution of the resultant B-delays. 

In order to explore this distribution, and in order to encompass 

the entire B-delay effect, the ANFS has been structured to include 

all airports in the contiguous 48 states receiving commercial 

service in February 1976, plus selected airports in Canada, Hawaii, 

Alaska, and Puerto Rico. A total of 665 airports is included in 

the data base (See Section 2.1). The traffic data base is all 

scheduled commercial traffic at these airports for a single day, 

Feb. 16, 1976. This day was selected for validation purposes, but 

the data base may be regenerated for other days. 

Military, general aviation, and non-scheduled commercial 

flights are not incorporated into the traffic data base, but their 

effect on runway availability for scheduled flights is allowed for. 

The terminology here introduced is a slight modification of that 
first employed by Gordon (Reference (1)) 

See Reference (2), p 37. 
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A-delay is calculated by a first-come-first-served, single 

runway airport model, using hourly processing rates specified by 

the user. Delay propagation is based on fixed flight times, and 

ground service times that were derived from an analysis of airline 

schedules in the data base. The gate servicing queues are not 

modelled. 

The traffic data base on \tfhich the simulation is based is 

described in Section 2. The other input data to the simulation, 

dealing with capacity and cost, are also described in Section 2. 

The simulation itself is described in Section 3 and its output 

is described in Section 4. 

In order to obtain an estimate of the accuracy of the simula 

tion, data were gathered from two trunk lines and one local service 

carrier. Both the data base and the delay output of the simulator 

wrere compared to these field data, and the results are described in 

Section 5. 

The Appendices give a summary of the contractor's analysis of 

the field data he gathered on B-delays; a set of program listings; 

and a guide to the use of the ANFS program. 
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2. INPUT DATA 

The input data required by the ANFS is of three types: 

demand, capacity and cost. By far the most extensive of these is 

the demand data, since it encompasses all scheduled domestic 

flights for an entire day. This demand data base is too large to 

be supplied by the user, and hence is provided as a separate, com 

puter generated disk file. The capacity data, in contrast, is 

well within the capability and interest of the user to supply. 

On any given day serious capacity problems occurring at relatively 

few airports can cause extensive delays throughout the air network. 

Hence the user has been given the option of specifying the hourly 

capacity at up to 32 airports of his choice. Finally, the load 

factors and cost coefficients for passenger time and aircraft 

operation have been pre-calculated and stored on disk for input 

to the ANFS. These data are not too extensive to be modified by 

hand if the user so desires. 

The following three sections describe the demand, capacity 

and cost input data bases. 

2.1 DEMAND DATA 

Demand is specified in the file ANFS.DAT as a set of sched 

uled aircraft itineraries. The file also includes a list of air 

ports (3-letter codes) covered by the itineraries and their time 

zones. The exact form of the demand file is given in Table 2.1. 

In this file an event is defined as a gate arrival or gate depar 

ture. For each such event the last four items LM, TS, TAU, CECODE 

of Table 2.1 are recorded in the file. All the events scheduled 

for a single aircraft in a selected day are grouped together in 

the file, in order of increasing TS, and constitute the itinerary 

of the aircraft. Itineraries are strung one after another in the 

file, the total number of events in all itineraries being NEVNTS. 

Each itinerary has the same structure. The first event in 

the itinerary (K odd) is the aircraft's first scheduled gate 

departure of the day, which starts at 10:00 GMT (5:00 AM EST). 
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TABLE 2.1 FORM OF THE DEMAND FILES 

NAME 

NAPTS 

APTCJ) 

ZONE(J) 

NACFT 

NEVNTS 

LM(K) 

TS(K) 

TAU(K) 

CECODE(K) 

DEFINITION 

Number of airports covered 

3-letter code of J— airport 

Time zone for J— airport 

Number of itineraries ) 

Number of events ) 

-th 

FORMAT NUMBER OF ITEMS 

Airport number of event 

Scheduled time of K—— event 
th 

Minimum time between K 

(K+ljth. event 

th 
and 

Carrier and equipment code 
for Kth event 
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It occurs at airport number LM(K) of the APT list. TAU(K) gives 

the minimum normal interval to the next event, K even, which is 

gate arrival. This interval includes taxi time from departure 

gate to runway, takeoff, flight time to arrival runway, and taxi 

time to arrival gate. (The method of obtaining TAU is described 

in Section 2.1.3.) 

The 5 digit code word CECODE gives the carrier number in its 

three most significant digits and the equipment type number in its 

least significant two digits. For gate arrival events (K even) 

TS, LM and CECODE have the same meanings as for departure for the 

given equipment type. (Again, Section 2.1.3 describes the method 

of obtaining TAU.) The itinerary continues with similar event 

pairs (K odd, K even), until the aircraft's final gate arrival of 

the day, which is indicated by TAU equal to 43201. Itineraries 

need not be arranged in any particular order in the file. 

As an example, a printout of the first part of the ANFS.DAT 

file is given in Appendix B.I. This particular file, it will be 

observed, covers 665 airports, which are all airports in the 

contiguous 48 states that received scheduled carrier service on 

February 16, 1976, plus YUL, YYZ, ADQ, ENA, AKN, JNU, FAI, ANC, 

HNL, SJU, and OUT. The last is a fictitious airport used to 

represent all airports not on the APT list. It will be seen also 

that there are 5,402 aircraft itineraries and a total of 38,222 

events, representing 19,111 separate flight legs, in the file. 

Although the ANFS may run on the full ANFS.DAT file of 38,222 

events, it is usually more economic to extract only a portion of 

the file for a particular segment of traffic, as will be described 

in Section 2.1.4. 

The key to the construction of the demand file, and one of 

the critical factors in simulator accuracy, is the algorithm that 

links together the separate legs of the Official Airline Guide 

(OAG)to produce the complete airframe itineraries of ANFS.DAT. 

This algorithm is a refinement of that of Reference (4). Because 

of the importance of this algorithm, it is described fully in the 

next two sections. 
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2.1.1 The Linkage Algorithm 

In order to trace individual aircraft through a day's journey, 

an algorithm for linking incoming flights at a given airport with 

outgoing flights based on a first in-first out approach was 

employed. The basic assumption is that each airline would attempt 

to minimize the maximum ground time for its fleet of aircraft so 

that an outgoing flight at a given airport would utilize the 

previously arrived aircraft which had been on the ground longer 

than any other incoming aircraft of the same type available for 

the outgoing flight. 

The actual linkage of incoming flights with outgoing flights 

at a given airport utilized OAG flight schedule data and was 

accomplished as follows: first, a listing of all incoming flights 

on a given day for a given airline and aircraft type at a given 

airport was constructed, the flights being listed in order of 

arrival time. This list was then compared with a corresponding 

list of all flights departing the given airport for the airline 

on that day with the same scheduled aircraft type, the flights in 

this list having been arranged in order of departure time. Inas 

much as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) was used for the arrival and 

departure times, the times were arbitrarily ordered from 10:00 

GMT to 9:59 GMT to cover a 24 hour time period commencing at 5:00 

A.M. (local time) in New York. 

All shuttle flights (indicated by a non-numeric character in 

the last digit of the flight number) were then deleted from the 

lists and the corresponding flight segments were considered to be 

unlinked flight legs at the given airport. Then all incoming and 

outgoing flight pairs with the same flight number were deleted 

from the lists and linked as long as the departure time for a 

given flight did not precede the arrival time for the incoming 

flight with the same flight number within the indicated 24 hour 

period. 

Now the arrival and departure times for the remaining flights 

in the lists were compared. It was assumed that a given incoming 

aircraft, departing on a flight leg having a different flight 
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number than the incoming flight, would spend at least 30 minutes 

on the ground. Thus, a minimum ground time adjustment factor of 

30 minutes (40 minutes for DC10, L1011 and 747 type aircraft) was 

added to the arrival time of each incoming flight before the actual 

comparison of arrival and departure times. Starting with the first 

arrival time (i.e., the first arrival time after 10:00 GMT), the 

arrival times were compared in a one-to-one fashion with cor 

responding departure times until the end of the arrival list was 

reached, or until a departure-arrival time pair was found with the 

departure time preceding the arrival time or until the end of the 

departure list was reached. 

If the end of the arrival time list was reached, with each 

arrival time preceding its corresponding departure time, then the 

given correspondence beti^een arriving and departing flights was 

clearly on a first in first out basis, minimizing the maximum 

ground time for the given aircraft fleet, and the flights were 

linked as indicated. 

If, however, a given departure time preceded its corresponding 

arrival time, then the arrival time was compared with succeeding 

departure times until a departure time was found which did not 

precede the arrival time. The given departure time was then 

put in correspondence ivith that arrival time and the next arrival 

time in the list was compared with the next departure time and the 

one-to-one correspondence was continued as long as each departure 

time did not precede its corresponding arrival time. This corres 

pondence procedure was terminated when the end of either the 

arrival or departure time list was reached. 

If the end of the departure time list was reached, and the 

last departure time preceded the arrival time it was being compared 

with, the given arrival time was made to correspond with the first 

departure time (implying a linkage of the arriving aircraft with 

a flight departing on the succeeding day). 

The actual arrival-departure linkages were then constructed 

by starting with the last arrival-departure correspondence for 

which the arrival time succeeded the first departure time it was 
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compared ivith (or for which the end of the departure list was 

reached and an arrival time was corresponded with the first 

departure time) and linking the incoming and outgoing flight legs 

in a one-to-one fashion. When the end of either list was en- . 

countered, the next flight leg was the first flight in the list. 

This procedure was continued until all the flights in either list 

were accounted for. If the lists were unequal in length (more 

incoming or outgoing flights), the remaining flight legs in the 

longer list were considered to be unlinked flight stages. 

Thus, the linkage of incoming and outgoing flights by a 

comparison of arrival and departure times is basically a two-stage 

process. In the first stage a starting arrival flight and corres 

ponding departure flight are determined. In the second stage the 

actual linkages are constructed by proceeding in a one to one 

matching of succeeding arrival and departure flights, cycling 

back to the beginning of a list when the last element is reached, 

and terminating the process when all the elements in the shorter 

list have been accounted for. In addition, inasmuch as it was 

desired to trace a given aircraft for only one day's itinerary, 

all linkages which would link an incoming flight to one departing 

on the next day (i.e., during the next 24 hour time period start 

ing at 10:00 GMT) were not used, the corresponding incoming and 

outgoing flight stages being considered as unlinked at the given 

airport. 

To illustrate the above procedure suppose we had the following 

flights for some airline arriving and departing an airport with a 

given aircraft type on a given day: 
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First of all, arriving flight 005* and departing flight 006* 

(shuttle flights) would be eliminated from their respective lists 

and these flight stages would be considered unlinked flight seg 

ments. Then arriving flight 0050 would be linked with departing 

flight 0050 and arriving and departing flights numbered 0055 would 

be eliminated from the above lists and considered as unlinked 

flight legs since the departure time precedes the arrival time. 

The remaining flight segments are now: 

Flight # Arr. Time Dept. Time Flight # 

0054 H:20 12:00 0053 

0056 13:20 14:00 0057 

0058 16:00 15:00 0059 

0060 16:20 16:30 0061 

Arriving flight 0054 would now be made to correspond with departing 

flight 0053, flight 0056 with flight 0057, but flight 0058 would 

not be put in correspondence with flight 0059 since the departure 

time for flight 0059 precedes the arrival time for flight 0058. 

Thus, flight 0058 would be compared with the next sequential 

departing flight and would be paired with flight 0061 since the 

departure time for flight 0061 does not precede the arrival time 

for flight 0058. Since the end of the departure list has now 

been reached flight 0060 is joined with flight 0053 and the flight 

stages are linked in a one-to-one sequential fashion starting with 

the flight 0060 to 0053 linkage, resulting in the following set 

of linkages. 

Arr. Flight # Dept. Flight # 

0060 0053 

0054 0057 

0056 0059 

0058 0061 

Inasmuch as the first linkage of flight 0060 to flight 0053. 

implies a linkage of an arriving flight with one departing on the 

following day, this linkage is deleted from the final list of 

linked segments and these flight legs are considered as unlinked 

segments. 
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2.1.2 The Original Linkage Algorithm 

The flight leg linkage algorithm described in the preceding 

discussion is a modified version of an algorithm documented on 

pages 7-9 of Ref. (4). The original algorithm did not omit shuttle 

flights from the linking prodedure and assumed that the number of 

arriving flights was equal to the number of departing flights. 

If there were more arriving or departing flights, the excess 

flights at the end of the longer list were deleted before the 

linkage procedure was initiated. In addition, the original 

algorithm did not delete linkages between arriving flights and 

flights departing on the next day. 

The present algorithm was developed from the original one by 

a series of refinements, as described. Because of the importance 

of the linkage procedure to simulator accuracy, the effect of each 

refinement was checked against actual airframe linkages, with the 

results reported in Section 5. 

2.i#3 Construction of the Complete Demand File ANFS.DAT 

Given the individual linkages of flight legs, as obtained by 

the linkage algorithm, construction of the complete demand file 

ANFS.DAT was relatively straightforward. 

First, complete itineraries were extracted by locating a 

departure flight leg that was not paired with any incoming flight 

leg at the airport. It was then traced to its destination airport 

where the outgoing leg to which it was linked (if any) was added 

to the itinerary. This process continued until no outgoing leg 

was available. The itinerary thus formed was removed from consid 

eration and the process repeated until all flight legs had been 

placed in itineraries. 

The completed itineraries were then put into the form de 

scribed in Table 2.1. All the airports were numbered arbitrarily 

from 1 through NAPTS, thus providing the LM values for the itiner 

aries. The TS values were taken directly from the itinerary data, 

in seconds GMT. 
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The TAU values, however, were the result of a search process. 

The TAU value for a gate departure is intended to be the undelayed 

time from the gate departure to the following event, gate arrival 

at the end of the leg. The "undelayed" time varies with route 

chosen, takeoff runway, takeoff weight (which affects takeoff time), 

ascent time, and flight time, aircraft type and power setting, 

head/tail winds, approach route and taxi routing at both origin 

and destination airports. The scheduled block times given in the 

OAG allow for all these factors, on average, plus an average .. 

traffic delay expected on the given flight based on the airline's 

previous experience. Therefore OAG block times cannot be taken 

to be undelayed times. However, late night and early morning 

flights, for example, probably have little or no traffic delay 

built into their OAG shedules. It ;vas assumed, therefore, that 

among all scheduled flights by a given aircraft type between two 

airports, at least one OAG block time is an "undelayed" time. 

This undelayed time would necessarily be the minimum of all 

similar times, and was searched out and entered as the TAU value 

for all flights by the given aircraft type between the two airports. 

The same process was employed to determine the gate turn-around 

time at an airport for a given, aircraft type, which was entered 

as the TAU value for gate arrival events of the appropriate air 

craft type and airport (except for the last TAU of each itinerary, 

which was coded as 43201, as described previously). 

The carrier/equipment code, finally, was taken from the OAG 

information for the flight legs of the itinerary. The 2-letter 

carrier code was replaced by an assigned three digit number, multi 

plied by 100, and added to a two-digit number assigned to the air 

craft type, the result being the five-digit CECODE entered with 

each event. Although the same carrier/equipment code applies to 

all events in an itinerary, it was entered repeatedly for each 

event in order to reduce simulation run time. The three-digit 

carrier code and two-digit equipment codes correspond to positions 

in the carrier list and equipment list in Appendix B-3, Cost Data 
Program. 
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2.1.4 Extraction of the Demand File 

The complete demand file ANFS.DAT fills over 150,000 36-bit 

words. In many applications one is concerned with the effect of 

only one airport on the rest of the system. Therefore only 

itineraries that contain that one airport need be retained in the 

data base. Accordingly, a short program was constructed to extract 

from ANFS.DAT only itineraries involving a single airport, which 

the user specifies. The resultant file(s), FLIGHT.DAT, are in 

exactly the same format as described above for the full demand 

file, but are substantially smaller. For example, the file result 

ing when only ORD related traffic is extracted is about 21% of the 

full demand file. The extracted airport is the first one in the 

new APT and zone lists. 

2.2 CAPACITY DATA 

The airport capacity data, although available on disk, can 

be made up and entered via cards by the user. A sample input is 

shown in Appendix B-2. These data must be in the format of Table 

2.2. The first card image contains four parameters needed to 

control the simulation and printout. The use of these control 

parameters is more conveniently discussed in Section 3. following. 

The next cards come in pairs, one pair being required for each 

airport the user wishes to specify, plus one pair for the airport 

ALL, which controls all airports in the demand data base not 

specified on the preceding cards. The user may input data for up 

to 32 airports, or for no airports at all, but must always provide 

for airport ALL at the end of the data set. 

For each airport he selects, the user provides, on the first 

card, the airport three-letter code and the runway service inter 

val, in seconds, for 24 hours commencing at 00:00 hour, local time, 

and ending at the 23:00 hour, local time. The runway service 

time is defined as the minimum allowable number of seconds between 

operations at the airport and is equal to 3600 divided by the 

airport processing rate in operations/hr. Although this minimum 

varies with aircraft type, arrival/departure mix, and other fac 

tors, the ANFS can accomodate only a single number for any given 

hour. Hence the user must select the number carefully so as to 
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TABLE 2.2 FORM OF CAPACITY DATA 

Parameter Card (18,1016) 

EXPFAC Traffic expansion factor (percent) 

PLEVEL Printout delay level (aircraft-minutes) 

MAXGT Maximum ground turn-around time (min) 

KSLACK Ground time slack parameter (min) 

For each of up to 32 airports, plus the airport "ALL" 

CARD 1. (IX, A4, 2413) 

APT Airport 3-letter code 

SIG(I) Runway service interval by local hour I, 

I = 1, 24 (seconds) 

CARD 2. (IX, 14, 2413) 

KGA Non-scheduled traffic as percent of all traffic 

GFAC(I) Percent of non-scheduled traffic occurring 

in local hour I, I =1, 24 
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be representative of the hour's aircraft type mix, arrival/depar 

ture ratio, and runway configuration(s). 

On the second card for each airport the user provides the 

ratio of non-scheduled traffic to all traffic for the day, in 

percent, followed by the breakdown of non-scheduled traffic through 

out the hours 00:00 -23:00 local time. This breakdown must be 

expressed as the percentage of the day's total non-scheduled 

traffic that occurs in each of the 24 hours. (As a check, the 24 

hourly percentages should add to 100.) 

For each airport specified, including all those covered under 

airport ALL, the ANFS will calculate the landing delays, take off 

delays, and gate departure delays (B-delays) by GMT hour. It will 

also calculate the B-delays at all airports, as \^ell as the costs 

of passenger time and aircraft operating time for all delays. If 

the user is interested in the effect of capacity at only a few 

airports he should input the data for those airports, followed by 

the cards for airport ALL with 0 seconds service time in each 

hour. The program ivill then calculate the landing, take-off and 

B-delays at the specified airports, plus the B-delays produced in 

the rest of the system by the specified airports. 

2.3 COST DATA 

The cost coefficients and subsidiary data used by the simula 

tor were generated by the FORTRAN program listed in Appendix B-3. 

The data stored in that program came from various sources, which 

will now be described. 

The value of passenger time, PCOST, was taken to be $12.50/ 

hr, in conformity with general usage established by the Federal 

Aviation Administration. 

Aircraft operating costs are of two types: take-off costs 

CTCOST) and landing costs (LCOST). Take-off costs are the fuel, 

crew and maintenance costs per hour incurred while waiting to take 

off after having left the gate. Landing costs are the same items 

with an adjustment for higher fuel consumption incurred during 
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landing delays. TCOST and LCOST are given as a function of air 

craft type in Table 2.3, which was extracted from Appendix B.3. 

This Table also shows the 3-letter aircraft type designator AC3LC, 

which corresponds to those used in the Dec 1976 OAG. Types 1 

through 57 are non-jet, types 60 through 8 5 are jets. The costs 

were based on the size/engine/body information, ACSEB, shown in 

the third column of the Table, which were assigned to each aircraft 

type. The three characters in the ACSEB code have the following 

interpretation: 

FIRST LETTER 

H: heavy aircraft, 300,000 lbs or more maximum gross take-off 

weight (GTOW) 

L: large aircraft, less than 300,000 lbs but more than 12,500 

lbs (GTOW) 

S: small aircraft, 12,500 lbs or less (GTOW) 

0: other 

SECOND CHARACTER: Number of engines 

THIRD LETTER: 

S: standard width body (jet) 

W: wide body (jet) 

P: piston engines 

T: turbo prop engines 

H: helicopter 

Having determined the size/engine/body code, the operating costs 

of Tables 2.4 and 2.5 were extracted from CAB Service Segment Data, 

(Reference (5)), from an FAA study (Reference (6)) and from an EPA 

study (Reference (7)). Costs for helicopters are entered as zero, 

because they are not usually affected by air traffic delays. It is 

noticed that costs while waiting to take-off (TCOST) are less than 

those while waiting to land (LCOST) because of different engine 

settings. 

Passenger load data (LOAD and LOAD0) are employed to calculate 

passenger waiting costs. Passenger load variations by (1) air 

craft type, (2) airport, and (3) time of day were obtained from 
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TABLE 2.3 EQUIPMENT TYPES AND OPERATING COSTS 

AC3LC (1) ACSEB 
(2) 

TCOST 
(3) 

LCOST 
(4) 
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TABLE 2.3 EQUIPMENT TYPES AND OPERATING COSTS (continued) 

AC3LC (1) ACSEB 
(2) 

TCOST 
(3) 

LCOST 
(4) 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

PCB 

PCH 

PDS 

PHP 

PNV 

PPS 

PRP 

PR4 

SKV 

ST2 

SWM 

S55 

S61 

TB8 

TS4 

Yll 

Y14 

Y18 

402 

4 7J 

601 

748 

DHO 

M20 

TRK 

A3B 

Bll 

B3J 

DC8 

DC9 

D10 

D8S 

S2T 

SIP 

L4P 

L2T 

S2P 

S2P 

L2P 

S2P 

S2T 

L2T 

S2T 

O1H 

O1H 

S2P 

S2T 

L2T 

L4P 

L4T 

S2T 

O1H 

S2P 

L2T 

SIP 

SIP 

SIP 

H2W 

L2S 

H4S 

H4S 

L2S 

H3W 

H4S 
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TABLE 2.3 EQUIPMENT TYPES AND OPERATING COSTS (continued) 

AC3LC (1) ACSEB 
(2) 

TCOST 
(3) 

LCOST 
(4) 

NOTES (1) AC3LC = Aircraft three-letter code designator 

(2) ACSEB = Aircraft size/engine/body code (see text) 

(3) T COST = Aircraft operating cost, waiting to take-off 

(4) L COST = Aircraft operating cost, waiting to land 
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TABLE 2.4 AIRCRAFT OPERATING COSTS/HOUR 

ACSEB 

(1) 

H4W 

H3W 

H2W 

H4S 

L4S 

L3S 

L2S 

L4T 

L4P 

L2T 

L2P 

S2T 

S3P 

S2P 

S1P(4+) 

S1PC1-3) 

L COST 

(2) 

1472. 

1075. 

678. 

807. 

750. 

625. 

500. 

1027. 

784. 

385. 

294. 

97. 

63. 

48. 

16. 

11. 

T COST 

(3) 

888. 

691. 

494. 

566. 

545. 

469. 

394. 

9 30. 

712. 

340. 

260. 

81. 

53. 

40. 

13. 

9. 

L/T 

FUEL 

RATIO 

(4) 

.287 

.287 

.327 

.412 

.415 

.500 

.500 

.500 

.500 

.500 

.500 

.500 

.500 

NOTE 

(5) 

(5) 

(7) 

(5) 

(7) 

(5) 

(5) 
(6) 

(7) 
(6) 

(6) 
(6) 

(6) 

(6) 
(6) 
(6) 

NOTES: 

(1) Aircraft size/engine/body code (see p. 2-13 of text.) 

(2) Landing operating cost, from Table 2.5, (dollars/hr) 

(3) Takeoff operating cost (dollars/hour) 

(4) Ratio of fuel consumption rate during takeoff and 

idle to fuel consumption rate during approach, 

obtained from Reference (6). 

(5) TCOST obtained by applying T/L fuel ratio to fuel 

and oil and engine maintenance costs of Table 2.5, 

and adding to other costs of Table 2.5. 

(6) TCOST obtained as in Note (5) above, except that a 

T/L fuel ratio of .5 was assumed. For S type air 

craft, the fuel cost component of L COST was assumed 

to be 1/3 of L COST. 

(7) See Note (3) on Table 2.5. 
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TABLE 2.5 BREAKDOWN OF AIRCRAFT OPERATING COSTS (DOLLARS PER 

BLOCK HOUR) 

NOTES: 

(1) Reference (4) 

(2) Reference (5) 

(3) Extrapolated or interpolated from similar types with 
different number of engines. 

(4) Obtained from L4T cost by application of empirical 

prop/turboprop cost ratio of .76. 
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Reference (8). The data cover 28 aircraft types, 24 airports and 

24 hours, but entries are sparse or missing for many combinations. 

Only departing loads are available. Moreover, the data are based 

on a single month's sample at the airports involved: Table 2.6 

gives the available data for jets at the 24 airports, averaged 

over all hours of the day and month. The approximate aircraft 

seating capacity is also given, (column 3 of the Table). Using 

the seating capacities a nominal 50% load factor was assumed to 

derive the passenger loads for aircraft-airport combinations for 

which no data were available. The complete data base is given in 

Appendix B-3, where the array LOAD (I,J) gives the load at airport 

I, numbered as shown in Table 2.6, on aircraft type J. Zeros indi 

cate no data available. The simulator fills in these zeros, as 

well as the loads for airports not listed, by 50% of the aircraft 

capacity, LOAD0 in the Appendix. 

The hourly variation of passenger load at the 24 airports 

is shown in Appendix B-3 in the array HFACT(I,J), which gives the 

number of passengers per departing seat at airport I, numbered as 

shown in Table 2.6, at local hour J, starting at 00.00, normalized 

to the average number of passengers per seat throughout the day, 

expressed in percent. For airports not available in Reference (8), 

the average value of HFACT for MSY, STL, TPA, MSP, SEA, and IAH 

was taken and stored in HFACT0 in Appendix 3-C. It is believed 

that the six smaller airports are more representative of the re 

maining airports in the U.S. than are the other 18 for which data 

are available. 

Since gate departure lateness affects only those passengers 

that board the aircraft, rather than the total departing load, it 

is necessary to adjust the load data above by the ratio of 

boarding to total departing passengers for B-delay calculation. 

An analysis of the U.S. CAB Service Segment Data for the 2nd 

Quarter of 1974 yielded a percentage of continuing passengers for 

31 airports, as shown in Table 2.7. When the percent continuing 

passengers is subtracted from 100, the result is the desired ratio 

of boarding to departing passengers, in percent. For airports not 



TABLE 2.6 JET LOADS AT 24 AIRPORTS, MARCH 19 74 
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TABLE 2.6 JET LOADS AT 24 AIRPORTS, MARCH 1974 (continued) 

SEATS OCCUPIED 
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TABLE 2.6 JET LOADS AT 24 AIRPORTS, MARCH 1974 (concluded) 

SEATS OCCUPIED 
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TABLE 2.7 PERCENT CONTINUING PASSENGERS AT MAJOR AIRPORTS 

PERCENT CONTINUING 

4 

4 

3 

2 

4 

7 

8 

9 

3 

2 

6 

12 

4 

8 

7 

12 

9 

5 

11 

3 

14 

5 

8 

13 

13 

17 

10 

11 

15 

18 

10 

Source: U.S. CAB Service Segment Data, 2nd Quarter, 1974 
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shown in the table, it was assumed that the continuing pas 

sengers were 20% of total passengers. The complete data set of 

percent boarding is given in Appendix B-3, under the arrays BOARD 

and BOARD0. 

Finally, it will be seen that Appendix B-3 also lists the 

carrier 2-letter codes under six categories: 

STK: Scheduled Trunklines 

SLS: Scheduled Local Service, plus New England Airlines. 

SIS: Scheduled Intra-State carriers 

SIF: Scheduled International, Territorial and Foreign 

Flag Carriers 

SCT: Scheduled Commuter/Taxi Carriers 

SHO: Scheduled Helicopter and Other 
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3. MODELS 

The ANFS is a calculation of landing, takeoff, and B-type 

delays from the demand and capacity data described in the previous 

section. The models here presented are simply the rules followed 

in the caluclations. Once the delays are calculated, they are 

converted to dollars using the input cost coefficients. The rules 

for the cost calculation are also described in this section. A 

full listing of the ANFS is given in Appendix B-4. 

3.1 TIME 

The calculation starts at 10:00 GMT and ends 27 hours later, 

thus spanning the active flying period from 5:00 AM EST to 3:00 

AM HST. The start and stop times are independent of user input, 

and have been selected so as to insure zero length queues at the 

start and stop of the calculation. It will be noticed that the 

stop time 3:00 AM HST (Honolulu) is 8:00 AM EST (New York) of the 

following day. The demand data base, however, does not include 

the next day's traffic, so that no new traffic will be introduced 

in New York after 5:00 AM EST. This confines the delay calcula 

tion to a single day1s traffic. 

In order to avoid the cost of floating point arithmetic, all 

internal calculations are done in integer seconds. This procedure 

was found to provide adequate resolution except when a precise 

value of operations per hour must be achieved by selection of 

the service interval. A one percent resolution error in service 

interval produces a one percent error in operations rate, so that 

for a typical single-runway rate of 60/hr, the resolution error 

is approximately + 0.8%. At a rate of 120/hr, the error is ■> 

approximately + 1.6%. These small capacity errors, however, can 

correspond to substantial percent errors in delay, a problem that 

was solved in the validation procedure (Section 5) by interpolating 

both input and output between runs. 
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It should be noted that OAG schedules are given in hours and 
minutes, so that they appear internally in the ANFS as multiples 

of 60 seconds. The start time (10:00 AM GMT) is expressed inter 
nally as 36000 seconds, and the end time (1:00 PM the next day 
GMT) is expressed as 133200 seconds. 

3.2 SERVICE INTERVAL COMPUTATION 

As described in Section 2.2, for each airport of interest 

the user inputs the airport identifier and a sequence of 24 hourly 
service intervals, in seconds. This is followed by the percent of 

all traffic that is non-scheduled, and its distribution, in per 

cent, throughout the 24 hours. These data may be given for up to 

32 airports, the remaining airports in the data base being speci 
fied under a single fictitious airport ALL. 

The service interval input by the user is the average minimum 

separation time for all aircraft types, both scheduled and non-sche 

duled. Since the demand data and delay calculation are restricted 

to scheduled operations only, the simulator converts the input ser 

vice interval to the equivalent service interval for scheduled 

operations, as follows: The relations 

PT(h) = l/aT(h) 

PT(h) = Ps(h) + PN(h) 

= l/as(h) + l/aN(h) 

serve to define the processing rates Pg(h) , PN(h), PT(h) and 

service intervals ag(h), aN(h), aT(h) for the scheduled, non-

scheduled and total traffic components in hour h. The user inputs 

aT(h) and the program must calculate as (h). The major assumption 

is that processing rates Ps(h) and PN(h) are proportional to the 

hourly demands Vg(h) and VN(h) i.e. 

vs(h) 

V^IhJ 
N 
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and 

P, (h) VN(h) 

s " Vs(h) + VN(hj 

This assumption is equivalent to assuming that the scheduled 

and non-scheduled demands are both random in time, and that they 

are served first-come-first-served (FCFS). The value of V*s(h) 

is obtained from the demand file and its sum over h=l,2,...,24 

gives V,, the total scheduled demand for the day. Then the pro 

gram calculates VN(h) as 

Y(h) KGA * Vs 

VNCh) = TOO" * 100 - KGA 

where KGA and y(h) are the values of the non-scheduled traffic 

fraction and its distribution throughout the day that were input 

on the second card of each airport, as described in Section 2. 

From these, the simulator calculates the desired service interval 

for scheduled traffic, a (h): 

a-(h) = aT(h) 
s 

1 + 

Y(h) (KGA)CVJ 
s-

V Hi) 100 (100-KGA) 
s 

It was found in practice that the above formula occasionally 

resulted in excessively long service intervals for scheduled flights 

Accordingly, the scheduled service interval was limited in the ANFS 

to be no greater than the interval for non-scheduled flights. 

In the case of airport ALL an additional assumption is made: 

the ratio of non-scheduled traffic to total traffic is constant 

throughout the day at the input value KGA/1C0. This gives 

cs(h) = aT(h)/(l 
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for all airports not explicitly entered under their three-letter 

code. It should be noted that this additional assumption applies 

only to the calculation of service interval, and does not apply 

to the scheduled demand employed in the simulator for airports 

under ALL. This scheduled demand for airports under ALL is taken 

from the OAG for the day and the airport, via the demand file. 

3.3 RUNWAY EVENT COMPUTATION 

Having calculated the minimum alloivable time ag (h) between 

completed runway operations for scheduled aircraft,%he simulator 
proceeds to calculate runway events at all airports. 

It will be recalled from Section 2. that the demand file 

contains scheduled gate departures and arrivals, rather than 

runway operations, the differences being from two to 15 minutes of 

taxi time, depending on airport layout, runway in use, and type 

of aircraft. In order to avoid detailed adjustments for these 

factors, the simulator uses the scheduled gate times as scheduled 

take-off and landing times. The normal taxi times, therefore are 

lumped with flight times, and are taken into account in the minimum 
normal flight times. 

In the description that follows the terms "scheduled depart 

ture," "scheduled arrival," and "event", without the word gate, 

will refer to runway operations as represented by gate arrivals 
and gate departures in the demand file. 

As a first step, the simulator extracts from the itineraries 

of the demand file all scheduled departures and arrivals at a 

single airport, and examines them in time order. If any two 

events are scheduled at less than the minimum runway service 

interval (for the hour in which the first is scheduled), it 

reschedules the second event to satisfy the minimum service inter 

val requirement. It then proceeds to the next event at the airport 

and separates it from the previous, if necessary, by the minimum 

service interval. This prodecure is carried out for events 

scheduled within a limited time interval at the airport, and 

repeated for events at the next airport within the same time 
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interval. When all airports have been adjusted, the time interval 

is advanced its own duration and the process repeated for all 

airports. 

The reason for use of a time interval has to do with the 

propagation of delays. When an event in an itinerary is resched 

uled (i.e., delayed)^ the subsequent events for that aircraft may 

be affected. Specifically, if a departure is delayed, the associ 

ated landing may have to be delayed so that the minimum normal 

flight time is satisfied. Similarly, adjustment of the landing 

time may require adjustment of the subsequent takeoff time, if any, 

so that the gate turn-around time is satisfied. The simulator 

makes all required future schedule adjustments for an aircraft 

when it reschedules a takeoff or landing event for that vehicle. 

It is important that none of these future event adjustments affect 

the events previously rescheduled at other airports. Hence the 

event calculation at any one airport is restricted to an interval 

smaller than the shortest TAU in the file, i.e., shorter than the 

shortest flight or turn-around time in the demand file. Therefore, 

the propagation of delays from that event calculation will not 

affect events at other airports within or prior to the interval. 

In the initial stages of developing the ANFS it was estimated 

that the shortest such interval was 5 to 10 minutes. It soon was 

discovered that gate turn-around times of less than five minutes 

were occasionally scheduled on some commuter airlines, and, in 

fact, zero and negative values were found to occur at airports 

such as Dulles International, because of their mobile lounges. 

At the expense of some realism, all itineraries were adjusted to 

have no TAU less than ten minutes, and this value was adopted for 

the time interval of computation at each airport before passing to 

the next airport. 

3.4 DELAY COMPUTATION 

When the computation interval has been advanced to the end 

time of the simulation.all runway events will have been recalcu 

lated to what may be termed their actual times. The simulator 
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then compares these actual times with the original demand file 

schedules to determine delays by airport. 

Landing Delay This is the difference between the actual arrival 

time and the "ready-to-land" time. The latter is the actual 

take-off time at the previous airport plus the minimum normal 

flight time. It will be recalled that the actual take-off and 

landing times are represented by rescheduled gate times, which 

is compensated for by the flight times, into which the taxi times 

have been lumped. The result is representative of the air delay 

on landing. 

Take-off Delay It is assumed that the aircraft actually leaves 

its gate at a time determined by adding the gate turn-around time 

to the actual gate arrival time (the latter having been calculated 

as landing time in the simulator), but not earlier than the 

scheduled gate departure in the demand file. The actual take-off 

time was also calculated in the simulation. Subtracting actual 

gate time from actual take-off time gives take-off delay. 

B-Delay This is calculated as actual time of gate departure, 

described above, minus the gate departure time originally 

scheduled in the demand file. 

Total Delays The delays calculated as above for each event are 

aggregated and stored by hour for the airport. The total of the 

three types of delay at all airports is also stored by hour.-

3.5 COST COMPUTATION 

The delays calculated, as above, for each event at an airport 

are converted to dollar amounts by use of the input cost para 

meters. (See Section 2.3.) 

First, the number of passengers is calculated using the load 

level stored in LOAD for the aircraft and airport involved, if 

the airport is one of the 24 for which data are available, or in 

LOADO if it is not one of the 24 airports. The passenger load 

is then multiplied by the hourly load factor HFACT/100 for the 

airport and hour, if the airport is one of the 24 for which data 
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are available, or by the factor HFACTO/100 for the hour if it is 

not one of the 24 airports. In either case, the result is an 

estimate of the number of passengers involved in the delay for 

the particular airport, aircraft type and local hour. 

Landing delay cost is obtained by multiplying the landing 

delay by the passenger load and PCOST, the value of passenger time, 

and adding the result to the product of landing delay and the 

landing operating cost, LCOST, for the appropriate aircraft type. 

Take-off delay costs are calculated similar to the landing 

delay costs, except that the operating costs for takeoff, T COST, 

are used instead of LCOST. 

B-delay costs are obtained by multiplying the boarding pas 

senger load BOARD or BOARD0 by P COST and by the B-delay. 

Finally, the total costs of each type (i.e., landing, takeoff 

an B-delay) for all airports are calculated for each hour. 

3.6 CONTROL PARAMETERS 

The use of the four control parameters, EXPFAC, PLEVEL, MAXGT 

and KSLACK will now be discussed. 

EXPFAC allows for the expansion of traffic by adjusting the 

service interval. It is assumed that both scheduled and non-

scheduled traffic are to be increased by the fraction EXPFAC/100. 

The service interval a (h) is multiplied by EXPFAC/100, thus 

allowing for servicing (EXPFAC/100) aircraft for each aircraft in 

the demand data base. This procedure is much simpler than insert 

ing whole aircraft into the demand data base, thus rearranging 

all schedules, and it gives reasonable average delays for small 

traffic expansion levels (say, 10% or EXPFAC/100 = 1.10). The 

process is most accurate for saturation conditions, and less 

accurate when the airport is operating below capacity. 

PLEVEL is the total level of all types of delay, in aircraft-

minutes, that must accumulate at an airport over the day for that 

airport to be included in the printout. Setting PLEVEL at, say, 
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20 aircraft-minutes of delay will shorten the print out substan 

tially, but not affect the total system delay or cost, which always 

are printed out and which always include all airports. 

MAXGT is the maximum allowable gate turn around time. It 

was found that the search process used to derive gate turn-around 

times (See Section 2.1) occasionally resulted in long turn-around 

times, because only a few aircraft of the given type were scheduled 

to pass through the airport. In such cases it is possible that 

none of the aircraft were scheduled to turn around in minimum 

time, so that the search yielded excessively long turn-around times. 

It was found that a limit of MAXGT = 60 minutes was effective in 

avoiding the problem. It should be noted also that a lower limit 

on turn-around times is set by the computation interval (See Sec 
3.3). 

KSLACK allows the user to increase the gate turn-around time 

of all aircraft at all airports by an amount of KSLACK minutes. 

The value KSLACK = 9 has been adopted for the ANFS as a result of 

the validation tests described in Section 5. In general, however, 

the gate turn-around time is not allowed to exceed either the 

amount of ground time actually scheduled for the aircraft, or the 

amount MAXGT + KSLACK. Because of these limits the reduction 

observed in the system-wide average of ground slack time is usually 

less than the increase KSLACK in ground time that is input. 
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4. OUTPUT 

The ANFS output consists of (1) a repetition of the demand 

and service interval data inputs for the airports specified by 

the user, (2) the delays for all airports in the data base 

for which the total delay exceeds the control parameter PLEVEL, 

and (3) a summary of system-wide delays. A sample output is 

given in Appendix B-5. 

4.1 INPUT DATA 

Demand and capacity information are printed out for each 

airport specified on the capacity input cards (See Section 2.2) 

including the airport ALL. If the user specifies capacity data 

for no airport except ALL, only the latter will be printed. If 

he specifies an airport not in the demand data base, the message 

"INPUT AIRPORT XXX NOT IN DATA BASE" will be printed out, and the 

data input for that airport will be ignored. Similarly, the 

program will ignore airports beyond the first 32 that are identi 

fied as being in the data base, as well as any inserted after the 

airport ALL. 

For each input airport the output shows the scheduled and 

non-scheduled volumes by local hour. The volumes are based on 

the demand data base and the non-scheduled parameters KGA and 

GFAC (See Section 2.2). The effect of EXPFAC is not included in 

the volumes that are printed out. 

Following the volumes, the output shows the service intervals 

by local hour for scheduled and total traffic components, which 

are the values of os(h) and aT(h), h = 1,2,...,24, described in 

Section 3.2. The service intervals printed out include traffic 

expansion due to EXPFAC, i.e., they have been multiplied by 

EXPFAC/100. 

At the end of the demand and service interval printout the 

heading appears: "MEAN GROUND SLACK TIME (minutes)." The number 

printed out is the average, for all aircraft in the demand data 
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base, of the difference between the scheduled ground time and the 

minimum gate turn-around time (TAU) stored in the data base, after 

the latter has been adjusted for MAXGT as described in Section 

3.6. Increasing the input parameter KSLACK will reduce the average 

ground slack time, but not in a one-to-one ratio. 

4.2 AIRPORT DELAYS AND COSTS 

If the 24-hour total of landing, take off and B-delay for an 

airport equals or exceeds the number of aircraft-minutes input in 

the parameter PLEVEL, the program will print out the following 

for the airport: [See Appendix B-5) 

Landing delay by GMT hour, followed by the total landing 

delay for the day and total cost of landing delays for the day. 

Delays are in aircraft-minutes, costs are in dollars. 

Take off delay and cost, in the same format as landing delays. 

A-delay and cost, which is defined as the sum of the landing 

and take off delays and costs, in the same format. 

B-delay and cost, which pertain only to gate departure late 

ness, in the same format as above. 

The airport is identified by its 3-letter code, as given in 

the OAG, preceded by the internally assigned airport number. 

4.3 SYSTEM DELAYS AND COSTS 

After the outputs for individual airports, the heading "TOTAL 

DELAY IN HOURS" is printed, followed by the hourly delays in 

aircraft-hours for the entire system of airports in the data base. 

The delays are broken out by landing, takeoff, A-delay and B-delay, 

with totals for the day shown in the right most column. This is 

followed by the heading "TOTAL COST IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS" and 

the costs corresponding to the total delays. 
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5, VALIDATION 

The ANFS was validated in two stages, corresponding to the 

two most critical areas in the modelling process. 

First, the linkages produced by the flight schedule generator 

were compared to airframe itineraries obtained from two trunk line 

carriers. This process was intended to verify the accuracy of 

the flight schedule generator of the ANFS. 

Second, the B-delays calculated by the ANFS were compared 

with the B-delays actually experienced by a large trunk line 

carrier on February 16, 1976. The airport capacity in the ANFS 

was adjusted to make the actual and the simulated landing delays 

equal at the selected airport for the carrier. This process was 

intended to verify the relation between A-delay and B-delay as 

calculated in the ANFS. 

The two stages are described in the next two sections. 

Appendix A describes more fully the data on which the validation 

is based, and gives a further analysis of the B-delays experienced 

by two carriers on selected days. 

5.1 VALIDATION OF THE FLIGHT SCHEDULE GENERATOR 

As described in Section 2.1, the flight schedule generator 

links together Official Airline Guide (OAG) flights arriving at a 

specific airport with flights of the same carrier and equipment 

type leaving that airport. This is done for all airports in the 

OAG. The resultant strings of legs, or aircraft itineraries, are 

intended to resemble the itineraries of real airframes. In order 

to check the generated itineraries, two types of test were per 

formed: single linkage tests and multiple linkage (i.e., itiner 

ary) tests. 
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5.1.1 Single Linkage Tests 

Airframe itineraries were obtained from a large trunk line 

carrier for September 3, 1975. The ANFS schedule file (ANFS.DAT) 

was generated for that day and the flight linkages for the carrier 

were extracted. They were then compared, on an airport-by-airport 

basis, with the collected data. Linkages generated between in 

coming and out going flights that bore the same flight number 

were considered correct. Those between flights with different 

flight numbers were counted correct if the two flights were found 

in the trunk line data and if they did, indeed, belong to the 

same airframe as indicated in the data. 

The results of the tests are given in Table 5.1.1. The rows 

in the Table correspond to versions produced by successive modi 

fications of the basic algorithm described in Section 2.1. The 
versions are as follows: 

Version ffO: Basic Algorithm (See Section 2.13 

—rsi0n #1:. An shuttle flights (distinguished in the OAG 
by origin, destination, and flight number) were changed to 

single-leg flights. Further, all single leg and shuttle 

flights were excluded from the comparison. 

Version #2: Linkages between early arrivals (00:00 to 09:00 

GMT) and late departures were eliminated. 

Version #3: Linkages were eliminated for which the departure 

time was less than the arrival time plus thirty minutes (40 

minutes for L1011, 747 and DC10). The original algorithm 

generated such linkages on the assumption that the departures 

were diurnally cyclic, i.e., repeated on the next day. 

Version #4: Linkages of flights with the same flight number 

that were severed by the previous modification were restored, 

provided the unadjusted arrival time did not exceed the 

departure time. 

As a result of the above four modifications to the original 

algorithm, about 94% of the linkages generated were correct (i.e., 

found to have a counterpart in the data). Approximately 591 of 

these were linkages between similar flight numbers. 
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TABLE 5.1.1 RESULTS OF SINGLE LINKAGE TESTS 

VERSION TOTAL LINKS LINK WITH DIF- \ 
VhRblUN iuiai, with FERENT FLT NOS CORRECT 

IN SAME (ALL CASES) 
TEST FLT NO RIGHT WRONG 

0 ~" 1219 602 392 225 81.5 

1 1150 602 392 156 86.4 

2 1091 , 602 395 94 91.4 

3 879 466 350 63 92.8 

4 1007 594 3S0 63 93.7 
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It should be noted, however, that a complete itinerary has, 

typically, four or five legs and three or four linkages. If the 

chance of any single linkage being correct is .94, then one might 

expect (.94) or (.94)4 probability of a complete itinerary being 
correct. These fractions are .83 and .78 respectively. The tests 

of correctness for complete itineraries are described next. 

5.1.2 Itinerary Tests 

A second set of itineraries were obtained from another trunk 

line carrier for February 16, 1976. These data contained 1,391 

flight legs. Once again, an ANFS schedule file was generated 

for the same day, and all flights of the given carrier were 

extracted. Some 1,374 flight legs and 321 itineraries were 

obtained. Each of the 321 itineraries was compared with the 

field data, starting with the first leg of the itinerary. If a 

similar leg was found in the data, then the next leg in the field 

data itinerary was compared with the next leg in the generated 

itinerary, etc. When a mismatch occurred, or when the end of 

either itinerary was reached, the comparison was stopped. All 

generated legs that had been matched successfully with the data 

were counted as correct, and all remaining legs (if any) in the 

generated itinerary were counted as incorrect. Proceeding in this 

way, all itineraries were checked, and the total number of correct 

legs and itineraries tabulated. (Table 5.1.2) 

The interpretation of Table 5.1.2 is as follows: An itinerary 

was considered totally correct if all its legs were correct (i.e., 

found, in order, in the field data). It was considered partially 

correct if some, but not all, of its legs were correct. Finally, 

it was counted as "incorrect" if none of its legs were considered 

correct. Because of the rules stated above, an itinerary was 

considered incorrect if, and only it, its first leg ivas not found 

in the field data. This could occur only if the OAG schedule for 

the first leg had no counterpart whatever in the data. 

The percentage of "incorrect" itineraries is about 19%, a 

rather high discrepancy. It appears that a substantial number 
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TABLE 5.1.2 RESULTS OF ITINERARY TESTS 

NUMBER OF LEGS GENERATED 1374 

NUMBER OF ITINERARIES GENERATED 321 

NUMBER OF CORRECT LEGS 818 

NUMBER OF TOTALLY CORRECT ITINERARIES 130 

NUMBER OF PARTIALLY CORRECT ITINERARIES 131 

NUMBER OF INCORRECT ITINERARIES 60 

NUMBER OF LEGS IN INCORRECT ITINERARIES 206 
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of flight legs in the OAG did not appear in the data exactly as 

scheduled, i,e. , with the originally scheduled origin, destination, 

departure time, arrival time and aircraft type. The ANFS schedule 

generator, of course, can not produce correct linkages employing 

legs that do not appear in the field data. Hence, the 60 incorrect 

itineraries should be excluded in determining the accuracy of the 

flight linkage generator. 

When the incorrect itineraries arc excluded, the linkage 

generator accuracy may be estimated as K: 

K = (number of correct itineraries) 

t (total number of itineraries, minus incorrect itineraries) 

= 130t(321 - 60) 

= 50% 

A more accurate measure would allow for the correct legs in 

the partially correct itineraries as well: 

K = (number of correct legs) t (total number of legs, minus 

legs in incorrect itineraries) 

= 818 t (1374 - 206) 

= 70% 

The latter figure must be considered a lower bound on the 

number of correctly linked legs. The true figure is probably 

greater because ^ome of the partially correct itineraries may have 

contained legs not in the field data at all, as in the case of the 

initial leg of each incorrect itinerary. On a random basis (i.e., 

assuming the spurious legs were randomly distributed among the 

generated itineraries) one would estimate the probability of any 

one leg being spurious as 60/.321 or .187. Therefore, the probabi 

lity of an itinerary being totally correct is .437 if it had 4 

legs and .355 if it had 5 legs. The likelihood of a partially 

correct itinerary would be 1.0-.437-.187 =.376 for 4 legs and 

(1.0-.355-.187) =.458 for 5 legs. Finally, the likelihood of an 

incorrect itinerary would be .187. These theoretical estimates 

are compared to the actual fractions of correct, partially correct, 

and incorrect itineraries in Table 5.1.3. 
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TABLE 5.1.3 FRACTIONS OF CORRECT, PARTIALLY 

CORRECT AND INCORRECT ITINERARIES 

THEORETICAL* 

4-LEG 5-LEG ACTUAL 

TOTALLY .4 37 .355 .40 

CORRECT 

PARTIALLY .376 .458 .41 

CORRECT 

INCORRECT .187 .187 .19 

*BASED ON A RANDOM DISTRIBUTION OF SPURIOUS LEGS, AND A 

PROBABILITY OF .187 OF A LEG BEING SPURIOUS 
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Examination of Table 5.1.3 shows that the actual number of 

itineraries in each category falls between the 4-leg and 5-leg 

prediction. Since the average number of legs per itinerary was 

actually 4.28, one concludes that the observed number of partially 

correct itineraries may (possibly) have been produced solely by 

spurious legs in the data. For this reason, 70% must be considered 

a lovr estimate to the true percentage of correct legs. 

5.2 VALIDATION OF THE DELAY SIMULATOR 

The data employed for the itinerary tests described above 

contained, before editing, over 1400 flight legs executed by about 

350 aircraft on February 16, 1976. The data for each leg contained 

the aircraft tail number, flight number, origin and destination 

airport codes, scheduled gate departure and arrival times, and 

actual gate departure and arrival times. These data were edited 

for airports not in the ANFS data base [e.g., ITO, YVR, GUA), for 

key punching errors, and for miscellaneous inconsistencies (e.g., 

departure and arrival at same airport). The editing affected 

fewer than 2.1 of the flight legs. 

The modified data were employed in two ways, shown in Figure 

5.2.1. First, the scheduled departure times were used to drive 

the simulator, which calculated A- and B- type delays. Then the 

actual departure and arrival times were used to derive A- and B-

type delays for comparison with the simulator output. The com 

parison was made only for the flights of the given trunk line 

carrier at selected airports. Before making the comparison, the 

airport capacity in the simulation was adjusted so that the total 

simulated landing delay equalled the total actual landing delay 

over the day. The B-delays were compared to give a measure of 

simulator performance. The process was carried out for three 

airports: ORD, DEN, SFO. 

5.2.1 Calculation of A-Delay From Field Data 

The intent of the A-Jelay calculation was to isolate L, the 

landing delay on arrival at the airport of interest. 
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FIGURE 5.2.1 SIMULATOR VALIDATION PROCESS 
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It was calculated as 

L = A -S 

A = actual flight time 

= (actual gate arrival minus actual gate 

departure at preceding airport 

S = scheduled flight time 

= (scheduled gate arrival - scheduled gate 

departure at preceding airport 

When this calculation was made for ORD, several flights 

appeared to have negative landing delays (See Table 5.2.1). 

The negative values are possibly due to 

(1) Extension of scheduled flight times to allow for delays 

(2) Tail winds encountered in flight, or use of a shorter 

than normal route for departure, arrival or cruise. 

On the opposite side of the ledger, the value of L includes 

delays other than those in landing, such as take-off delays at 

the preceding airport, enroute delays, and unexpected head winds. 

It is not possible, without supplementary data, to distinguish 

landing delays from the other types included in L. However, a 

partial correction was made for schedule extension, item (1") above, 

which tends to make L negative, by using flight times derived 

from the ANFS flight data base instead of the value of S shown 

above. 

These flight times were obtained by extracting all the 

scheduled flight times from the Official Airline Guide (OAG) for 

the test day for each origin/destination pair and aircraft type. 

The minimum of the scheduled times was selected as the flight 

time for the origin/destination pair and aircraft type. This was 

used in place of S in the calculation of L above. The results 

are shown in Table 5.2.2. It can be seen that the positive delays 

are increased by about 12? but no change occurs in the negative 

delays. This would suggest that the negative delays are due to 

tail winds encountered enroute, but the sample size (six out of 

186) is too small to draw any conclusion. 
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180 4944 6 -30 
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The process of extracting A-delays just described for the 

ORD data was repeated for the trunk line carrier's flights to SFO 

and DEN. The results are shown in Tables 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. 

5.2.2 Calculation of B-Delay From Field Data 

The B-delay employed in validation was taken to be the dif 

ference between actual and scheduled gate departure, with the 

following adjustments: 

(1) Flights having no incoming leg to the airport of 

interest were excluded. 

(2) Negative departure lateness (actual gate departure 

preceding scheduled gate departure) were excluded. 

(3) Gate departure lateness at the preceding up-line station 

were subtracted from gate departure lateness at the 

airport of interest. 

(4) Gate departure times were reduced by the amount that 

actual ground time exceeded the scheduled ground time, 

on the assumption that the excess represents aircraft 

turn-around delay rather than B-delay. 

The exclusion in (2) was applied also to delays that were 

negative after corrections (3) and (4) were made. The results 

for ORD, SFO and DEN are shown in Table 5.2.5. 

The delays shown in the Table may overestimate the actual 

B-delays on gate departure because they may include delays due to 

equipment problems or gate availability problems, as well as 

delays in loading and aircraft checkout. It is not likely that 

they underestimate B-delays, however, since this would require an 

error in recording actual or scheduled gate departure, or, perhaps, 

aircraft maintenance or preparation done at the dock or on the 

apron after push-back. 
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TABLE 5.2.3 A-DELAYS AT SFO CALCULATED 
FROM FIELD DATA 
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TABLE 5.2.4 A-DELAYS AT DEN CALCULATED 

FROM FIELD DATA 

64 383 11 -27 
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TABLE 5.2.5 

GMT 

HOUR 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

ORD 

(NO ACFT) CACFT-MINS) 

B-DELAYS AT ORD, SFO AND DEN 
CALCULATED FROM FIELD DATA 

SFO 

0 

0 

1 

5 

13 

1 

18 

9 

2 

16 

15 

13 

7 

10 

16 

9 

10 

10 

4 

0 

0 

0 

159 

0 

0 

19 

41 

0 

0 

36 

0 

8 

76 

110 

159 

68 

59 

602 

331 

416 

327 

139 

0 

0 

0 

2343 

(NO ACFT) (ACFT-MINS) (NO ACFT) 
DEN 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

5 

3 

1 

3 

6 

7 

6 

3 

2 

4 

8 

9 

2 

4 

4 

3 

71 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

2 

0 

10 

12 

59 

2 

10 

2 

24 

48 

155 

0 

38 

18 

2 

383 

0 

0 

0 

0 

U 

0 

2 

7 

1 

10 

3 

7 

1 

11 

1 

7 

5 

8 

2 

0 

0 

0 

65 

(ACFT-MINS) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

15 

0 

6 

3 

28 

6 

20 

0 

18 

7 

24 

12 

0 

0 

0_ 

133 
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5.2.3 Calculation of A- and B-Delay by the ANFS 

While the field data represents actual flights, the ANFS 

flight schedule file is based on the OAG schedule for the trunk 

line on the given day. More qver, the field data contains actual 

airframe itineraries, while the ANFS flight file contains itiner 

aries generated by the linkage algorithm described in Section 1.1. 

In order to exclude inaccuracies introduced by the flight linkage 

algorithms, which were evaluated in the preceding Section, the 

actual aircraft itineraries and departure times for the trunk line 

carrier were substituted into the ANFS flight schedule file in 

place of those generated by the linkage algorithm. By this means 

any discrepancy between actual and simulated B-delays may be 

attributed primarily to the ANFS ground delay propagation model. 

In order to put the actual itinerary into the form of the 

ANFS flight file, i.e., a series of events, it was necessary to 

obtain, for each event: (1) airport number, (2) scheduled event 

time, (3) minimum time to next event, and (4) carrier/equipment 

type code. This was done as follows: 

(1) The field data contained the airport 3-letter 

identifier, which gave the airport number via a look 

up table 

(2) The scheduled event time was taken directly from the data 

(3) The minimum flight times and ground times were extracted 

from the ANFS flight file. In the cases where the ANFS 

flight file contained no minimum ground or air time for 

the aircraft, the scheduled ground or air times given 

in the data were used. 

(4) The equipment type code was based on the first two 

digits of the tail number as given in the field data. 

The last item, equipment type code, was employed to extract 

item (3), the minimum flight or ground times, from the ANFS flight 

file. As described in Section 1.1, the ANFS flight file contains 
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the minimum flight or ground times for the aircraft types and 

airports of interest. By identifying the aircraft type in the 

field data it was simple to extract the appropriate flight or 

ground time from the ANFS flight file itself. 

Having substituted the actual itineraries and scheduled times 

for the trunk line carrier into the ANFS flight file, a final step 

was taken before running the simulator. This was to extract from 

the revised flight file all the scheduled itineraries to, from 

or through the airport of interest. The file thus obtained for 

the first test airport, ORD, contained about 800 itineraries and 

8000 events. The statistics of the extracted files for all three 

airports are given in Table 5.2.6. (By comparison, the unextracted 

ANFS flight file has 152,888 words, 5,402 itineraries, 38,222 

events, and 665 airports.) 

In running the simulator the minimum inter-operation time at 

the airport was varied from 20 seconds (corresponding to a capacity 

of 180 operations per hour) to 80 seconds (corresponding to 45 

operations per hour); the non-scheduled traffic profiles employed 

xvere fixed for all runs and are given in Table 5.2.7. These 

profiles are based on References (3) and (4). As described in 

Section 3, the non-scheduled profiles serve to adjust the effective 

inter-operation time for scheduled flights. 

The cost data and cost models were not included in the vali 

dation procedure since no field data were taken on operating costs. 

5.2.4 Comparison of ANFS Output with Field Data 

The output delays of the simulator as a function of the 

service interval are shown in Figure 5.2.2 for ORD, in Figure 

5.2.3 for SFO, and in Figure 5.2.4 for DEN. The vertical axis 

shows total landing delay and total gate departure lateness (B-

delay) for the trunk line carrier when the service interval was 

constant through out the day at the value shown on the horizontal 

axis. These plots show the expected sharp increase of delay with 

service time. 
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TABLE 5.2.6 STATISTICS OF VALIDATION FLIGHT FILES 

FOR ORD, SFO AND DEN 
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NON-SCHEDULED TRAFFIC PROFILES USED 
FOR VALIDATION RUNS 

SFO DEN 

2% ~0W 

1 0 

0 1 

0 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 1 

4 3 

8 5 

6 8 

5 7 

5 8 

8 6 

6 9 

6 5 

6 6 

3 6 

5 8 

6 10 

7 7 

7 3 

5 2 

3 2 

3 0 

100 100 

13 41 
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FIGURE 5.2.2 - ORD SIMULATION 
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By selection of service interval, the total simulated land 

ing delay was made to match the landing delay calculated from 

the field data and given in Tables 5.2.2 through 5.2.4. For ORD 

the appropriate value is about 3.15 seconds, for SFO it is 63.6 

seconds, and for DEN it is 38.0 seconds, as may be seen in Figures 

5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. Table 5.2.8 shows the simulated landing 

delay and B-delay by hour for the three test airports when the 

service intervals are set as above. 

When the landing delays are plotted as a function of hour 

along with the landing delays from the field data, the results 

are as shown in Figure 5.2.5, 5.2.6 and 5.2.7. The match at ORD 

is better than that at SFO or at DEN. This may be attributed to 

the larger sample size at ORD, about 180 flights of the trunk line 

carrier, compared to the other two airports which had 90 and 64 

flights. It will also be noticed that the total aircraft-minutes 

of landing delay at ORD was about 5.7 times that at SFO and 13 

times that at DEN. 

The ANFS B-delays and the field data for B-delays are plotted 

in Figures 5.2.8, 5.2.9 and 5.2.10. Good agreement between the 

simulation and the field data is apparent for ORD. The SFO com 

parison shows similarity of profile, but the total delay obtained 

in the simulation is about 30% of that shown in the field data. 

DEN shows a better agreement between total dealy [65% of field 

data) that does SFO, but the profile match is poor. Once again 

it appears that the agreement between simulation and field data 

improves with the sample size at the airport. 

Several explanations are possible for the lower B-delay 

estimate of the ANFS: (1) The field data may include several 

anomalous points; 21% of the delay in the SFO field data is due 

to a single flight. (2) The actual processing rates may not have 

uniform throughout the day, as was assumed in the ANFS runs; the 

effect of varying processing rate is probably greater on B-delay 

than on landing delay. (3) The ANFS ground turn-around times may 

allow too much ground slack time, which absorbs B-delay. 
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5.2.5 Sensitivity of Simulated B-Delay to Gate Slack 

The last of these possibilities was investigated. In order 

to test the sensitivity of simulated B-delay to aircraft turnaround 

times, the ANFS was run for fixed runway service times, but dif 

ferent gate slack times. Gate slack time is here defined as the 

difference between scheduled gate time (i.e., scheduled gate 

departure, minus scheduled gate arrival) and the minimum gate 

time required to turn around the aircraft. Simulated landing 

delay and B-delay are plotted vs. mean gate slack time for the 

three airports in Figures 5.2.11, 5.2.12 and 5.2.13. The gate 

slack time shown on the abscissa is the average, in minutes, of 

the ground slack for all aircraft in the traffic data base (i.e., 

all aircraft to, from, or through the airport of interest). The 

parameter KS controls the mean gate slack time (See Section 3.2). 

The sensitivity of delays to slack time taken from these 

Figures is summarized in Table 5.2.9. It is seen that the magni 

tude of the B-delay per aircraft per minute of slack is greatest 

at ORD and least at DEN. This suggests that ground time is more 

tightly scheduled at ORD than DEN, with SFO at an intermediate 

level. At ORD a minute increase in slack per aircraft will produce 

about .57 minute decrease in B-delay per aircraft, which indicates 

that about 57% of the through aircraft at ORD are operating with 

zero slack at the simulated delay levels. 

The mechanism that transfers slack time changes into landing 

delay changes is more indirect. The slack time"increase produces 

a shift in departure runway demand to earlier time at the airport 

of interest. If the shifted demand increases the peaking at the 

airport of interest, an increase in landing delay will result. 

This occurred, as seen in Table 5.2.9, at ORD and SFO. On the 

other hand, if the shift in landing demand reduces the peaking, 

then a reduction in landing delay will occur, as seen in the Table 

for DEN. 

The mean gate slack time may be selected at any one airport 

to make the simulated B-delays in Table 5.2.8 equal the field data. 

In doing this, however, the sensitivity of landing delays to 
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TABLE 5.2.9 SENSITIVITY OF DELAYS TO GROUND SLACK TIME 

TOTAL DELAY 

ORD SFO DEN 

LANDING DELAY 

PER MINUTE SLACK 51.4 6.60 -1.77 

(PER MINUTE KS) (-37.0) (-3.50) (l!oO) 

B-DELAY 

PER MINUTE SLACK -90.3 -23.1 -12.39 

(PER MINUTE KS) (65.0) (12.3) (7.0) 

DELAY PER AIRCRAFT 

ORD SFO DEN 

LANDING DELAY/ACFT 

PER MINUTE SLACK 

(PER MINUTE KS) 

B-DELAY/ACFT 

PER MINUTE SLACK 

(PER MINUTE KS) 
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changes in service interval a must be taken into account. In 

general, the change AL in landing delay, and AB in B-delay may be 

related to the change La in service time and AK in slack parameter 

as follows: 

AL = aAo + 6 AK C1) 

AB = yho + 6 AK 

The parameters a,3,Y,<5 were obtained for each airport from Figures 

5.2.2-.4 and Table 5.2.9-A. The desired values of AL and AB were 

obtained from Table 5.2.8. When equations (1) and (2) were solved, 

the values obtained for A6 and AK were those shown in Table 

5.2.9-B. Only small adjustment are needed in A6 , as expected, 

while an increment of 7 to 15 minutes is needed in AK. Since the 

ANFS accepts only one K-parameter for all airports, a traffic-

weighted average was used for AK. Thus 

KSLACK = AK = 9.06 minutes 

was obtained as the compromise value. Assuming that the three 

airports chosen fairly represent all the airports in the system, 

the value of 9 minutes for the slack parameter may be taken as 

a permanent adjustment in the ANFS. With this adjustment, the 

agreement between ANFS and the field data is as shown in Table 

5.2.10. The fractional adjustments in the service interval re 

quired to make the ANFS landing delay agree exactly with the field 

data were made by means of Table 5.2.9-A and equation (1), because 

the simulator input accepts only integer values of the service 

interval. The corresponding adjustment in B-delay is also shown 

in the Table. The ANFS error is taken to be the difference between 

field data B-delay and the adjusted ANFS B-delay, and is shown 

for the three airports in the last line of the Table. When a 

traffic-xveighted average of the three error magnitudes is taken, 

the result is 20%, which may be taken as a rough measure of the 

accuracy of the ANFS B-delay simulation relative to landing delay, 

when adjustment is made to gate slack time. 
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TABLE 5.2.9-A CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS (1) AND [2) 

0RD _SFO _DEN 

a 1450. 

-31. 

no. 

-5. 

88. 

15. 

6. 

272. 

TABLE 5.2.9-B SOLUTIONS FOR EQUATIONS (1) AND (2) 

ORD SFO DEN 

Ac? .05 

7.1 

.69 

14.1 

-.25 

7.45 

SEC 

MIN 
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TABLE 5.2.10 RESULTS OF ANFS B-DELAY VALIDATION 

LANDING DELAY 

ORD SFO DEN UNITS 

ERROR 12 -54 

65 AIRCRAFT 

9 MINUTES 

37.40 SECONDS 

383 ACFT-MIN 

383 ACFT-MIN 

60 AIRCRAFT 

9 MINUTES 

3 7.40 SECONDS 

130. ACFT-MIN 

133 ACFT-MIN 

-2 PERCENT 
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5.3 SUMMARY 

The linkages of single OAG flight legs produced by the ANFS 

schedule generator was found to be 94% in agreement with actual 

airframe linkages for one day, as obtained from a large trunk line 

carrier. But when complete aircraft itineraries were compared 

with complete itineraries obtained from a second trunk line carrier, 

an estimate of 70% correctness was obtained. 

Next, the B-delays produced by the ANFS were compared to B-

delays extracted from the data of the second carrier and found to 

be within 12% for ORD, 54% for SFO and 2ft for DEN, giving a weighted 

average error of 20%. This comparison of B-delays is based on 

(1) adjusting the ANFS runway service intervals at the three air 

ports so that the simulated landing delays agree with those obtained 

from the data, and (2) a permanent adjustment in the ANFS ground 

slack time parameter. 
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF FIELD DATA 

ON B-DELAY^ 

Data were collected from two carriers, a large U.S. trunk 

line carrier and a local service carrier. These data contained 

scheduled and actual times of gate departure and arrival for all 

aircraft of the carrier on a single day. This Appendix describes 

how the data were analyzed in order to obtain estimates of A-

delay (landing delay) and B-delay (gate departure lateness). 

LOCAL SERVICE CARRIER 

The data for this carrier covered service on December 9, 

1975. The data were analyzed to obtain an estimate of the relative 

magnitude of Type-A and Type-B delays. The results are presented 

in Table A-l. Type-A delay presented in Table A-l is defined as 

the difference between actual and scheduled flight durations. Type 

B-delay presented in Table A-l is defined as the difference between 

actual and scheduled departure times. 

The Type-A delay may be understated because schedules may 

include some slack. To estimate the slack in schedules, use was 

made of the mean nonpositive delay. This is the average "earli-

ness" of flights that arrived on time or early. For the most 

part, these are flights that encountered little or no Type-A 

delay. Adjusting for the average slack in schedules, the average . 

Type-A delay amounted to 3.59 minutes. Although the average Type-

B delay amounts to 13.89 minutes, this includes some negative 

Type-B delay — caused by flights departing before schedule. This 

arises when the aircraft is full or xvhen all passengers with 

reservations arrive early. It does not make sense to count these 

early departures as offsets against Type-B delay. Consequently, 

Type-B delay was recomputed assuming that negative observations 

are in effect zero. This results in an average Type-B delay of 

14.11 minutes. 

Some lateness in departure is due to machanical diffi 

culties, loading of baggage, or anticipation of Type-A delay. 

(l)The work described in this Appendix was performed under 

Contract DOT-TSC-1184, carried out by Simat, Helliesen and 

Eichner, Newton Centre, MA. 
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The amount of such lateness is estimated by considering only the 

lateness in depature for each aircraft of the first flight leg 

of the day. This delay of 4.38 minutes cannot be true Type-B 

delay. Consequently, after adjusting for this factor, the 

average Type-B delay is 9.28 minutes, which is more than twice the 

Type-A delay. Even if all of the 4.38 minutes represented gate 

delay taken in anticipation of flight delays (for example, because 

of flow control procedures), then Type-A delay would amount to 

8.42 minutes--still less than Type-B delay. This analysis shows 

that even under conservative conditions [underestimation of Type-

B and overestimation of Type-A delays), Type-B delays exceeded 

Type-A delays on December 9, 1975, for this particular local 

service carrier. This conclusion fails to generalize, of course, 

to other carriers or to other days. 

TRUNK LINE CARRIER 

The data for the trunk line carrier covered its flights 

on February 16, 1976. They were analyzed according to the tech 

niques employed for the local service carrier data. Table A-2 

presents the results of this analysis. As before, the best estimate 

of real [but unobservable) Type-A delay is given by line 1 minus 

line 4, or 10.39 minutes/flight. Similary, the best estimate of 

real Type-B delay is given by line 5 minus line 9, or 5.06 minutes/ 

flight. The delays, once again, are of the same order of magnitude 

as those for the local service carrier, even though the day 

analyzed was not a terribly poor one. However, the trunk line 

carrier's Type-B delays are less than its Type A-delays, as 

contrasted to the local service carrier's Type-B delays, which 

are greater than its Type-A delays. This result is expecte and 

due to longer average length of haul of the trunk line. Table 2 

was constructed after deleting two outlying points corresponding 

to Type-B delays of 244 and 350 minutes. The most likely 

explanations of these points are that they represent errors in the 

data or the operation of flights that would have been cancelled 

had they not been required to transport the flight crew or the 

aircraft to some other point. 
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TABLE A-l 

ANALYSIS OF DELAYS OF LOCAL SERVICE 

AIRCRAFT ON DECEMBER 9, 1975 
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TABLE A-2 

ANALYSIS OF DELAYS OF TRUNK LINE 

AIRCRAFT ON FEBRUARY 16, 1976 

(EXCLUDING OUTLYING DATA POINTS) 

STANDARD 

tive Delays Counted as 

Zero 1417 

Type-B Delays for Air 

craft on First Flight 

Leg of Day 317 

7.88 

2.49 

17.28 

6.73 
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TABLE A-4 

SUMMARY OF A- AND B-DELAYS 

LOCAL SERVICE 

CARRIER 

DATE OF DATA 12/9/75 

NUMBER OF DEPARTURES 300 

A-DELAY PER DEPARTURE 3.6 MIN 

B-DELAY PER DEPARTURE 9.3 MIN 

RATIO OF B-DELAY/A-

DELAY 2.58 

TRUCK LINE 

CARRIER 

2/16/76 

1419 

10.4 MIN 

5.1 MIN 

0.49 
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APPENDIX B: PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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APPENDIX B-2. CAPACITY DATA, CAPCTY.DAT 

First page: General sample of CAPCTY.DAT 
file 

Second page: Special form of CAPCTY.DAT for 
JFK test case. 
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APPENDIX B-3. COST DATA PROGRAM, COST.F4 
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APPENDIX B-4. SIMULATOR, ANFS.F4 
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C AIRPORT NETWORK FLOW SIMULATOR, ygRfllQH B 

C THE FOLLOWING FOUR CARDS ARE REQUIRED FOR RUNNING ON THE 10*, 

C THE ABOVE FOUR CARDS SHOULD BE REMOVED WHEN RUNNING ON THE HO. 
P NOTES t kill, TIMES TM flEpflNQg flMf, jjMf.ffffff OTHf.Rff Effg NnTF.P 

CTAU INCLUDES NORMAL SERVICE TIME 
CM NLC 

L CE TI 
TAU MUST BE NDLEC PT1R THE f.Ap? EVEN? 09 EflPM 

3IG IS MINIMUM INTEVAL BEWEEN INTIATIQN O C 3IG IS MINIMUM INTERVAL BETWEEN INTIATIQN3 Of SERVICE 
_C—TafTAUfTA.LMfIJfrBCODg Apr nTMtrM|ynwBP to nb nf H '"VM | , Tff 

C TAX,TAY,HX,MY ARE DIMENSIONED TO MAX NO OF EVENTS AT ANY AIRPORT 
-C TAnf APT.ZONE ARE PTMENflTnMffn Tfl jan fir f flff j Tpp 

C ML IS DIMENSIONED TO NO OF AlRPOJTS PLUS ONE 
_C—ALL OTHER DIMENSION* ARE THDEPENp»NT hf mbvwth nun 

INTEGER»2 CC 
INTEGEB 

INTEGER LOADo(100)#HFACTo(24),HFACT(32#24)#COST(4»2?>«COSTS(4»25) 
INTEGEn TAnf?Ai>)rrd^flPT(?AftjsTryf?4)«tr(^23itjntf>niiTP(4?< 

INTEGER OUTS(4*23)»TS(0OOO)#TAU(8OOO)#TA(8OOO)#TAX(2OOO)#TAV(2OOO) 
INlEfiEft PCOSTOUTPLEVETfiKEDMfiKDTOTLBQflRntt>Raanr> 

INTEGER GFACX(24),Ec4),EOSEBClrt0)»EQ3LC(lh0)#GAFAC(32,25),VOL(24) 
JNIfiGEB _T4 ill^IALjTAMlN.HQUR.B*.TV.TXfTZ.ALLfTKTARTfTSTOP,rxPr&P 

INTEGER APTS32(32)»XFORMC32)iNftVbL(34)«NTOTL(24)#SlGoN(24) 
DATA APTS?2 /*ORD ».*ATL 'f*.trK »,»LGA *f»8Fn »i*LA< *f*n\ 
l'PHL ','EWR ','MIA , #PA ,'dCA 

'.'LAS ',^HNL >,*flTL >.*fff.L *. 'TPA 
'i'CLE * 

3*CLT ',*MKE ','SLC 
DATA AL.L»OUT,E/'ALL 

'JAX ','DFW 
P-A1A A.LL.t QUT,E/>ALL * . ?OUT» t *TICOF' . »LWDG* 
DATA SKED,NSKD,TOTL/'SKED'#'NSKD*,'TOTL'/ 
WRITE(6666^ 

'ADLV* . 

T 

6666 FORMATf* THE AIRPORT NETWORK FLOW SIMULATOR•////) 

C READ SCHEDULED DEMAND DATA FROM ANFS.DAT 

R£A £5..AaQU 

5001 FORMAT(IlO) 
si .NAPTS? 

5002 FORMAT(20A4) 

:zmei 

5003 FORMAT(2OI4J 

R.EAD(5»50q4)NACF*T« NeV^t_s_ 

5004 FDRMAT(2I10) 

5005 FDRM4TfI3#3I6) 

C READ CAPACITY DATA FROM CApATY.DAT 

_C__ EJtPFAtL JLS . TRAFFIC EXPANSlhw FACTnp TN PERCENT BASFn nN ^Q FnR 
C UNEXPANOtD TRAFFIC LEVEL (SAME FOR CARRIER AND GA) 
" '"r"r AIRPORT PRINT LPVRT. TN aPFT,MTNS OK THTai. nirt.tY m 

C ^AXGT IS MAXIMUM GROUND TTME IN MINUTES 

C...KjSJiACK_l5 REPUCTIDN .IN GROMNp SL&PK TTMFf IN MINUTES 

C KAPT IS AIRPORT 3-LETTKR CODE 
.C SLGJC^IS RUNWAY SERVICE TIME IN SEP fSAME FOR PARRTER AND GA) 
C KGA IS DAILY GA OPS AS PERCENT OF TOTAL DAILY OPS 
C—GFACX IS f;A PPQFTLE RY Hnirp (£icu Hnim's pfrpfnt nv n&TT.v ka np«> 
C LAST KAPT ENTERED MUST BE ALL 

.C_..l.F.JKAPI is_ ALL K.GA APPLIES TO ALl. REMA1NTNG ATRPrtRTiS awn CFAPX 

C IS HOURLY PROFILE FOR SCHED AND NONSCHEP AT REMAINING AIRPORTS 
Rfc;AJ3X7lQiQ)EXPFACPLFtMAXiKTP 
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7010 FORMATCIflf1016) 

IAPT1 b 0 

NAPTSG n 0 

! READ(7,7O11)KAPT«SIGX 

.701.1...FORMAT tiX.tA.4, 2415) _ 
PEAD(7»7O12)KGA,G>ACX 
FUJ.M.AIciX;JJ.4j.24l3j 

IF(KAPt,EQ.ALL)g6 TO 2 
00 lf)ftl Kai.NAPTS 

IF(KAPT.EQ.APTCK))GO TO IQO5 
. CO.NJ.LNLIE 

■ feOQe.FORMATcAlX^lNPUT AIRPORT '.Ad.'NOT IM DATA BARE*) 
GO TO j 

1005 NAPTSG a NAPTSC ♦ \ 

IF(NAPT5G,GT,32)GO TO i 

GAFAC(NAPTSG,25) ■ KGA 

GAFACtNAP~f5G,K) 
1008 SIGfWAPTSG.KI » 

1 GO TO 

2 DO 3 Jsi,24 

IF(SIGX(J).GT,o)IAPTl « ALL 
ILLKGA.E.O, 1 OjOjLKfiA_.B. — . OjjLfi_. .15 

9 SIGX(J)«EXPFAC 
3 SIGp(J) « (SlGXfJ)»EXPF&Ci/nft^,KR&1 

C 

.-£.. READ..COS.TJDATA.i^LPM_CO&3UI3AT 
C PCOST, TCOST, LCOST ARE CENTs/HR FOR PAX, TAKEOFF, LANDING 
.C_ JjOAD-CXfJ) IS ftVG PAX LDAD rLNDG OB TAKNC OFF) ON ACFT TYPEJ, APT I. 
C LOADo IS SEATING CAPACITY OF AIRCRAFT TYpE J 

-5^ HFACT(I,J) IS PAX LOAD IN HR J As PERCENT OF AVG HOURLY LOAD. APT I 
C (SAME FOR ALL AIRCRAFT TYPESj. HFACTO(J) IS HFACT(I,J) FOR I GT 32. 
_C XFO,RMJJ)^Jslf32 HOLDS APT NUMBERS L FOR THE 32 APTS OF THE ARRAYS 
C LOAD, LOADO* HFACT, HFaCTo • 

JJG(jJil?.24_l. HOLDS SERVICE TIMES FflR J«t tNAgTaC. A JJ5 jil?21. RICE TIME FflR Jtt.NAgTaC 
C SIG(J,2S) HOLDS APT NUMBER L CORRESPONDING TO J, 

READCgJP 

READ(9,9000)TCOST 
__REApj 9f 9000 ) LCQST 

"9000 F0RM AT f \ 316 ) 
.1l__ 

4 READ{9.9001)(LOAD(IfJ),J«i,100) 
9001 FUPMATf?6I3) 

READ(9,900l)L0AD0 
00 5 1st,32 

5 READC9,900l)tHFACT(I,J),Jal,24) 
_ JLEADJ9^9.001JIHFAC.T0 

READC9,9001)BOARD 

R£:ADf9.900l)BQARDo 

READ(9,9002)STK 

READ(9i9002?SLS_ 
READ(9,9002)SIS 
REApJ 9j, 9002 JSI F_ 

C READt9,9002)SCT 
C READf9.9002)SHO 

C9002 FORMATf26(lX,A2)J 

C 

C READ(9,9003)ACSEB 

C9003 FURMATf29(IX,A3)) 
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C INITIALIZE 
. TNTVI. ■ ftrtft 

T5TART « 36000 
TSTOP m TSTART * 0790ft 

LOUT ■ 0 
NAPTS1 ■ NAPTK 

MSLACK s 0 

NDLEG a 43201 

NAPfSX a NAPTS - 1 

IF(PLEVEL#EQ.0)PLEVEL«15 
MAXCTn a MAXflT 

KSLAKO o KSLACK 
KPLVl.n a PT.EVPI. 

PLEVCL a PLEVEL»6Q 

MAXfiT __ MAXGT»6n 

KSLACK s KSLACK«6o 

MAXCT c MAXGT » KSLACK 

DO 6 LcirNAPTS 
IF f apt rr. > -FQ*. nun i.niiT 

TAO(L) a 0 
ML(t.) c t> 

DO 6 I=l»32 

_L_I J_C AET. tU ..E Q 

00 7 Ksi,4 

DO 7 Jsi.75 

COSTS(K,J) s 0 
__ 1 OUTSfKr.Tl ■ Q 

C FILL IN TA(K), LM(K1, U[K), ML(L), ADJUST SCHEDULE FOR INTVL 

I F f TAUf KI 1 tLT.TNTVL)TAI1(Ki ̂ a 

TS(K) = TS(K1) 

L = LKiiQ 

ML(L) 

_.EQ_.Nni_F:c)r.n 

KTAU « TALUK) + KSLACK 

TAU(K) s MINp(MTAU#MAXCT»KTAD) 

J \'A TJ. U Uf-i.mii T.INTV L )TAUfKlarWTVTj 
t t(TStK*l)«TSfK)).LT.TAl'CK))TS(K*l) s TSCK) f 

M&LACK a MSLACK ♦ TsfK*ll ■ TsrKl , TAHrK. 

NSLACK = NSLACK ♦ t 

XSLACK a FLOAT(MSLACK)>FLQATCNSLACK./6O, 
MA W) 

s 1 

DO 9 L s 2...APT&1 

9 MSAVF s MHOLD 

_i - Jl 

IFCKLKMAX.NL.NEVHTS)STOP 21 
DO tQ Ksl .NF.VNTS 

L s LM(K) 

If 2 * ML1L1._ 

MLCL) s K2 + 1 
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TMK2JL "LlSiKJ 
10 IJ(K3) s K 

T° 

11 ML(L2) s MLCL2-1) 

C FILL IN L0ADCI,J) AND HFACT(I#J) 
C CHANGE LOADfl TO RE PAX I,ntn at «ff> t.rup 

12 Jb1,100 

DO j2 I«lf32 

LFJJ.GT.24)GO TO H ___ 

IFCHFACT(I»J^.EO.o)HFACTCIiJ) a HFACTo(J) 
12 IF(LOAD(I.J).EQ.<nLnAnri..n - Tfnfl 

CALCULATE NEW SIG FROM VOL AND GaFAC 
IF(NAPTSG.EQ.n)GO To 90 

PRINT OUT VOLUMES BY ApT AND HOUR 
WRI TE(6,6667HI«I»1 fill 

6667 FORMATt//* LCL HR 0*1ll4/6x711l4r7X'TOT'//y 
DO 35 JBlNAPTSfi' 
I " SIG(J|25) 
K2 8 ML(L+1) m 

a ML(L) 

L-55l_t.J 
DU 20 1=1,24 

20 VOL(I) a o 

DO 22 M*Ki,K2 

J» 3 () 

I » ((TY/3600) - ZONE(L) + 24) 
LOCLHR MOD(I4 LOCLHR g MOD(If24) + L 

22 VOL(LOCLHR)" s VOL(LOCLHR) 
KGA » GAFAC(J,?5) 

KTEMP a 1OO«(1OO-KGA) 

CMP » KGAtNQPS 

NSTOT s 0 

JTEMP a VOL(i)«KT~EMp 
JTEMP = MAXQfJTEMP,y 

NSVOLCI) a (GAFAC(J,I)#MTEMP)/KTEMP 
NSTOT s^ NSTOT + NSVQI.(I) 

NTOTLCn"» NSVOliVlVV VOL(I)~ " ~ 

LTEMP s (SIG"{J,I)#(JTEMP+GArACfJ,I>#MTEMP))/JTEMP 
24 SIGtJ,!) c MTNOtLTEMP.'HOni 

W«lTE(6,6000)L,APTfL) 
^lTJ(.ij.JJ 

6668 FORMAT(V'HOURLV DEMAND 
5i 6#6pol)SKEDf(VOLfI),I»l,94),NQPg 

E(6»6o6l)NSKn,(NSVnL(I),I«i,24)»NSTOT 
NOPTOT 8 NOPS ♦ NSTOT 

WKlTE<6,6oOl)TOTL,(NTUTL(I),Iaf,24J»NOPTOT 

"6669"F0RMA"f(/» SERVICE'"Ti"m'e" 
WRITE(616p0i)SKEDjl(.SIGf J»^I) f Taj # 24) 

WRlTEC6f606iyfbfL,(siGX(I)/lal,24) 
25 CQHtiniif: 

WRlTE(6,6oO0>LO(JT,ALL 

. *r'lr?(6,600t_).TP.TLl(5.l£6.8JJJ..i.riU-i24J 
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WPT TE(6 # 6025)XSLACK _ 

6025 FuRMATf//* MEAN GROUND SLACK TIME {MTnUTES) *,F5,i/) 

6026 FORMATf' EXPFAC a ' ,T5,4X,'PLEVEL as ',I 3,4X,' 

C 
C- .-SET HME__INTERVAL-4lJUr2.)-,. AND FXflHTNF-EACH ATRPORT 

99 T2 » TSTART 

inn ti a T9 _ _ : 

12 s Ii ♦ INTVL 

24 
IF(L.EQ.LOUT)Gb TO 200 
itiAVE 

DO 103 I»1#NAPTSG 

SKIP AIRPORT IF ZERO Or NO SERVICE TIME HAS BF.EN INPUT 

IFfl3AVKtEQtft^AND,lAPTl.1 

105 Kl a ML(L) 

a 

K s 0 
M trnP TA C.V Tf &Nn ^T T? PUT T& TNTO TAV RpnflYr M TNTO MX 

TA1 TA1 fr 

IF(TAl'.LT,Tl,OR.TAi.GE'.T2) GO TO 110 

MX(K) » M 

TAXfKI a TA1 

110 CONTINUE 

KMAX ■ K 
C PUT TAX INTO TAY ARRAY IN TIME ORngR 

DO 125 KY«1,KMAX 
TAMIN u 

DO l2o K»1,KMAX 

IF(TAXfK).GE'.TAMIN>Gb TO 12ft 
TAXCK) 

KHIN a K 

120 CONTINUE 
MYfKYl b 

TAY(KY) • TAMIN 

125 TAXtKHlN) 

TY s TAO(L) 

C SELECT SERVICE INTERVAL. 

IF(ISAVE,GT,O)GO TO 139 

DO 112 J»li24 

132 SIGX(J) B SIGo(J) 
GO TO ISO 

135 DO i37 J»l,24 

137 SIGXfJ> » SIGflSAVE.J^ 

C ADVANCE TAY BY MINIMUM SERVICE INTERVAL, RESET TA 
15ft DO lAn KBltKMAX 

LOCLHR ■ (CTY/36OO) • ZONE(L) ♦ 24) 
LOCLHR ■ M0DfLQCLHR«g4i ♦ 1 

ST a SIGX(LOCLHB) 

TY m TY ♦ ST 

IF(TY.LT.TAY(K))TY»TAYtK) 
MnMYfK) 

TACM) ■ »TY 

TX ff TY 
KIJ 9 1JCM) o 1 

158 KIJ m KTJ * 1 
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CM) s(D(n»(TC^STCKTYPE) ♦ PCoST*nPAX))/360O 

IFfKFLAG.EO.O)Ct4)S(C(4)»BnARD6)/lOO 
1 £ (JC.FLA.G.JGT »D ) Ct 4 >£ tCC4.J-»BDAR 
OUTP(1#HOUR) a OUTP<1,HOUR) ♦ 0(0 

3 U T P (4# HOUR) b. .C11IXP4 4JHQi)p) «■ p(4) 

COST(1#HOUR) a CnsT(l,HOUR) t T(1) 
HI1I1R1 s rriRT f A ■ unllo 1 «. rUI 

GO TO 

X _J - EVEN* OEE1RA-II01I-I5—AJ^ 

490 "1 s LM(Jl] 

TX s ARS(MtTft) + TAU(Jl) 

CC2) » Cl>(2)*tLCnsTcKTYpE) + prDST»NPAX) )/3600 

DUlPt2,jmUB.l = - 01'TP ( 2+HQlIRl JL-n ( 2 ) 

CUST(2,H0UF) s CPST{ ?, HDl'R) ♦ C(2) 

5.U0. .CCU41MNlUEL 
C SUM OVER 24 HOURS 

DO 5ftt Kg I.4 

DO 503 HOUP=1,24 

QUTp.( l«.HtlURl_ SL.ilLLIP C U HdMRT > HlJTPf ? 
CUSTO.HOUR) s COST (1, HOUR) ♦ rOST(2»HtlUR) 

DO ^03 K31.4 • 

s D(K) ♦ OUTpfK,HnuR) 

C. t *.} .». C LK1 t. CQSXlK#HbuR J 
COSTS(K,riO'"R) s COSTS{K,H0l'Rl + COST(K#HOUR) 

__5jO 1_ OJJT.S.LK.* HOUR) s OUTS(K,HQ»p) ♦ 1JUTP(K fHn.UR 1 

DO 511/ K=W4 
OUTPfl* . ?51 a 

s C(K) 

-0JJ1SfK,25) s QHTS(Kf 

510 C0STS(K,?5) = COvSTScK^S) ♦ C(K) 

t (IQUTPC3j2.5 )..tQUlVX**J251) -LT . PLEVFMfln TO 

C CONVhPl OriTP DELAYS TO "INijTES AND COST TO DOLLARS AND PRINT OUT 
Du 5?» K = 1»25 

DO 5?C 

520 CCSTCJ.K) b COST(JiK)/ioO 

l 
6000 FOPMATt/1X,l4,lX#A4) 

DO 598 KS1 .4 

528 WRlTE(6f6001)(E(K),(0UTp(K#J)fJ*1,25),COST(K,25)) 

C 

_C__^.0NVtP.I_UUX5_ PKLAYS TO HnilHS AND rOSTS Tn fiK AND ppTmT ntiT 

DU 720 J*l»4 
DO 79n K«^25 

OUTS(J.K) 

, 72Q C0STS(.I 

._.fejOJ>5_.FURMAJ.tyZl.X_t 'TOTAL DELay TN HnirRSM 

DO 72B K»l#4 

6001 

6006 FURMAT(//1X,'TOTAL COST IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS') 
DO 718 K»l>4 „ 
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7 3H WKTTFC6.,6001HECK), (. COSTS £K, Jj.J=li25J) 
STOP " 

K.-iD 
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APPENDIX B-5. ANFS OUTPUT, ANFS.OUT 
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TKOF OOO 

0_.—0 0 

LNDG 0 0 0 

Jl Q fi 
0 

0 0 0 

0 0 - 0 
0 0 0 

Q Q Q-

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

jO 0 0 0— 

oooo 

JL 0 0 0— 

oooo 

o. o 

o. o 

ft o o o—ft—o 

ADLY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

g___Q 0 0 Q— 0-—-0 
BDLY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ft o la a -
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APPENDIX C: USER'S GUIDE TO ANSF 

This Appendix provides information on running the Airport 

Network Flow Simulator (ANFS) and its associated programs. 

Although the programs have been constructed and tested on the 

DEC-10 computer system at TSC, they have been written in ASA 

Level G FORTRAN IV, and employ few machine-dependent features. 

Hence they should be transferrable to other computers without 

extensive revision of the FORTRAN statements. For the sake of 

clarity, however, the file designation convention employed in this 

description is that of the DEC-10 system: a program or data file 

is identified by a file name of up to six characters, followed by 

a period and a three-character file extension name. 

The ANFS and its supporting programs and data files have been 

recorded on 9 and 7-track magnetic tapes. Together with the 

sample outputs in Appendix B of the present report, they constitute 

a complete test case for the airport JFK (John F. Kennedy, N.Y.). 

The interrelation of the programs and data files is shown 

in Figure C-l. FORTRAN IV programs are distinquished by the file 

name extension .F4, and data files by the extension .DAT. The 

box labelled TTY represents the user's teletype, or, in the case 

of some batch job systems, a set of user-supplied punched cards. 

The arrows indicate the flow of data between FORTRAN programs and 

data files. Table C-l provided detailed lists of the data and 

formats corresponding to the ( ) numbers on the floiv lines, and 

Table C-2 provides definitions for the variables. 

The data identified as (1), (2), (3), (4), (6), (7) and (8) 

described more fully in Section 2. of this report. The ANFS 

outputs (5) are described in Section 4. and Appendix B-5 of this 

report. 
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n 

ANFS.DAT 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

FLIGHT.DAT 
(4) 

COST.DAT 

(7) 

(6) 

(5) 

ANFS.OUT 

t (8) 
CAPCTY.DAT 

FIGURE C-l. INTERRELATION OF FORTRAN PROGRAMS AND DATA FILES 



TABLE C-l: DATA FLOW FOR FIGURE C-l 

(1) NAPTS 

APT(I), 1=1, NAPTS 

ZONE(I), 1=1, NAPTS 

NACFT, NEVNTS 

(LM(K), TS(K), TAUCK), CODE(K)), K=l, NEVNTS 

(2) IAPT 

(3) Same as (1) 

(4] Same as (1) 

(5) See Appendix B-5 

(6) PCOST 

TCOST(I), 1=1,100 

LCOST(I), 1=1,100 

CLOAD(I,J), J=l,100) , 1 = 1,32 

LOAD<j>(J), J=l,100 

(HFACT(I,J), J=l,24), 1=1,32 

HFACT(j)(J) , J=l,24 

BOARD(I), 1=1,32 

BOARDS 

(7) Same as (6) 

(8) EXPFAC 

PLEVEL 

MAXGT 

KSLACK 

APT, (SIG(I) , 1 = 1,24;) 

KGA,(GFAC(I), 1=1,24) 
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TABLE C-2. DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES IN TABLE C-l 

(1) NAPTS 

APT(I) 

ZONE (I) 

NACFT 

LM(K) 

TS(K) 

TAU(K) 

CODECS 

(2) IAPT 

- Number of airports in demand file, ANFS.DAT 

= Three-letter identifier for Ith airport in 
ANFS.DAT file 

= Time zone for Ith airport in ANFS.DAT file, 
equal to the number of hours difference in 
time between the airport location and Green 
wich 

= Number of aircraft in ANFS.DAT file 

= Airport number, I, at which Kth event takes 
place 

Time at which Kth event is scheduled to take 
place, seconds from GMT midnight. 

= Minimum allowable time between event K and event 
K+l, seconds 

= Carrier-Equipment code for Kth event (See 
Section 2.1.3) 

= Three-letter identifier for airport for which 
traffic is to be extracted from the demand 
file ANFS.DAT 

(3) The variables put into the extracted demand file FLIGHT. 

DAT are the same as the full demand file ANFS.DAT, except 

that (1) the number of airports NAPTS is fewer (2) the 

airport identifiers and zones are fewer and in a different 

order, the first one in the extracted list being IAPT, 

(3) the number of aircraft NACFT is usually fewer, (4) 

the number of events NEVNTS is fewer, C5) the event data 

LM(K), TS(K), TAU(K), CODE(K) are given only for aircraft 

in the extracted file, which aircraft may be arranged in 

an -order different from their order in ANFS.DAT. 

(4) Same as (3) above 

(5) See Appendix B-5 and Section 4 of this report. 

(6) PCOST = The value of passenger time, <£/hr 
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TCOST(I) = Operating cost per hour of take-off delay, 
aircraft type I 

LCOST(I) = Operating cost per hour of landing delay, 
aircraft type I 

LOAD(I,J) = Number of passengers per departure at airport 

I, aircraft type J 

LOAD0 = Number of passengers per departure aboard 
aircraft type, airports other than those 

specified in LOAD(I,J] 

HFACT(I,J)= Hourly load factor, passengers per departing 
seat at airport I, local hour J, normalized 
to average load factor for all hours at 

airport I. 

BOARD(I) = Percentage of continuing passengers, relative 
to departing passengers, for airport T. 

BOARD0 = Same as BOARD(I) for airports not covered 
by index I. 

(7) Same as (6) above 

(8) See Table 2.2 in text 

ANFS.DAT This is the master file of demand de 

scribed in Section 2.1.3 of this report. 

It corresponds to the Official Airline 

Guide flights for February 16, 1976. 

A sample of the file is given in Appendix 

B-l; this file follows the formats of 

Table 2.1. It will be noticed that the 

zones are listed in the same order as the 

665 airports, including the arbitrary 

zone 99 for the airport OUT. The 5,402 

aircraft itineraries are comprised of 

38,222 events. Since each flight leg 

comprises one departure event and one 

arrival event, the file has 19,111 flight 

legs. All flights listed in the OAG for 

the given date that have one or more events 

at the listed airports are included in the 

ANFS.DAT file. Creation of the ANFS.DAT 
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XTRACT.F4 

FLIGHT.DAT 

ANFS.F4 

ANFS.OUT 

COST.DAT 

file for a different day is possible by 

re-running the programs employed to create 

it. 

This FORTRAN program performs the function 

described in Section 2.1.4 of this report, 

i.e., it extracts from ANFS.DAT only those 

flights that go to, from, or through the 

airport specified at the user's TTY. 

This airport input is labelled [2) in 

Figure C-l. 

The output of XTRACT.F4, labelled in Figure 

1 as (3), is stored in the file FLIGHT. 

DAT. It has the same format as ANFS.DAT, 

but is usually much shorter. The first 

airport in the APT and ZONE lists, more 

over, is the airport that the user has 

inputted to XTRACT.F4 from his TTY, and 

is the airport for which the extraction 

was performed. 

The ANFS.F4 is the simulator itself, and 

is described extensively in Section 3. of 

this report. A listing is given in 

Appendix B-4. 

The output of the simulator is described 

in Section 4. of this report. A sample 

for JFK is given in Appendix B-5. 

This file provides cost, passenger load, 

and airline and equipment information 

needed in ANFS.F4 to calculate the cost 

of delays. It is described more fully 

in Section 2.3 of this report. A sample 

of COST.DAT is not given, because it is 

redundant with the FORTRAN program COST. 

F4 that generates it. 
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CQST.F4 This program generates COST.DAT, the 

cost data file used by ANFS.F4. It is 

decribed in Section 2.3 of this report, 

and a listing is given in Appendix B-3. 

The cost and related data are contained 

in DATA statements of the program. It 

is necessary to modify these data state 

ments to alter costs, loads, etc. 

CAPCTY.DAT The processing rates, non-scheduled traffic 

percentage, and non-scheduled traffic 

hourly pattern are stored in this data 

file. The format and exact definition 

of the data are given in Section 2.2 of 

this report. A sample of CAPCTY.DAT is 

given in Appendix B-2. 

In order to run the simulator, the user should first 

compile and run XTRACT.F4, entering at the TTY the three-letter 

code of the airport for which he wishes itineraries extracted. 

This will produce the proper FLIGHT.DAT file, with the specified 

airport first on the APT and ZONE lists. Next, the user should 

create the proper CAPCTY.DAT file. It is recommended that he 

specify capacity for the airport for which the FLIGHT.DAT file ivas 

created, and follow this immediately by the airport ALL showing 

(J> for service intervals and non-scheduled traffic. This will 

allow landing and takeoff delays only at the extracted airport, 

and B-delays at airports connected to it by traffic. 

Finally, the user may compile and run ANFS.F4. It is not 

necessary to regenerate the COST.DAT file unless the cost data in 

COST.F4 has been changed. 

If it is desired to make a test run, the user should create 

the FLIGHT.DAT file for John F. Kennedy airport by entering JFK 

at the TTY when running XTRACT.F4. If the COST.DAT file is that 

given in Appendix B-3., and if the CAPCTY.DAT is that given in 

Appendix B-2., second page, then compiling and running ANFS.F4 will 

yield the output given in Appendix B-5. 
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